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Thoughts for the Road

Joe and I felt a need to leave something to show that
we once existed. In Florida, I volunteered at a missionary organization; Joe started chess clubs for high
school students in several states. I visited patients in
nursing homes and sewed buttons on their clothes,
and we both helped paint the high school in Durkee,
Oregon. But our most noteworthy accomplishment
was creating the Escapees Club, its park system and
the CARE facility.

What are you doing to make
your corner of the world a little
better? Being a good neighbor,
a caring friend and doing a kind
deed for a stranger are things
people will remember and be
glad that you passed through
their lives. All of us have a birth
certificate to prove we were born
and a death certificate to prove
we are dead, but we need
people to remember us to
prove that we didn’t just sit
on the tailgate of life and
go along for the ride.
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“Happy Fourth of July!”
Summer is in full swing, and it’s
time to celebrate our freedom
and independence. Happy Fourth
of July! This holiday is synonymous
to RVing for the obvious reason:
The RV lifestyle provides freedom
and independence from traditional
sticks-and-bricks constraints.

T
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his year, Escapees is also celebrating
the 40th anniversary of the club.
Throughout these 40 years, Escapees
has built a reputation of excellence
in providing support to help RVers maintain
their independence. Today, the club is
offering more support in the way of benefits
than ever before, and I’m proud to say that
Escapees magazine is one of those benefits.
Along with retirees, working-age RVers are
also pulling up stakes and taking to the road.
This creates additional needs and the club
is working hard to help both demographics
maintain their traveling lifestyle.
In this issue, you’ll find the legal advice
that’s critical for starting a mobile business.
If you aren’t interested in starting a business,
you can learn the attributes needed to find a
job on the road.
RV maintenance and service can be costly,
but there are ways to cut the cost by doing
the work yourself. Within these pages, you’ll
find instruction on how to easily do it yourself
and not break your budget.
If you have questions about RV insurance,
we have that area covered, too. Our friends
at FCIS insurance share their expertise on
how you can determine the value of your RV,
as well as options for insuring your RV, based
on its value.
As in every issue, we’ve included general
RV tips, hints and tricks to make your travels
worry-free. And, you might even run across
a member’s story that will inspire you and
provide confirmation that your RV lifestyle is
worth the challenges of staying on the path
to freedom and independence.
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On the Cover
Scott Sichler #123112 submitted this serene
campfire photo he took while camped with
fellow Xscapers at the post-Quartzsite
Convergence on Palm Canyon Road, located
at Kofa Wildlife Refuge, in Yuma, Arizona.
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Set out for Full-Time
adventure with a
low-rate RV loan

Fixed APR* as low as

4.99%
$25,000+

Rates accurate as of 06/11/18. See website for current rates and terms.

New

•

Used

•

Refinance

No matter where the road takes you, an affordable RV loan from Essex Credit can make your trek more rewarding.
Whether you’re financing a new or used RV for full-time use, or refinancing an existing loan, our dedicated,
experienced consultants can help put you behind the wheel of your dream motorhome. And with our simple online
application, securing a loan couldn’t be easier. So visit our website or call 866-377-3948 today to take advantage
of the great outdoors, and our low, fixed APR.

Apply online at EssexCredit.com/escapees

* Estimated APR (Annual Percentage Rate) based on 4 year loan term; individual rate may vary based on loan amount and term. Subject to consumer loan program requirements and credit
approval. Rates and terms may vary with market conditions and are subject to change without notice. Certain fees, closing costs, and restrictions may apply. APR applied to the loan is the
APR in effect on the date the application is received and is valid until 30 days after the loan is approved. APRs may vary with loan term. RV must be 2007 model year or newer. Maximum
loan term is based on loan amount. Maximum loan amount is calculated using an advance percentage determined by FICO score. Collateral value established using NADA wholesale
value (without adds) including mileage adjustment (+/-); multiplied by 110%. Other rates with different loan terms are available. See our website for current rates and terms for financing
full-timers. Example of a Full-Timer RV loan: A $65,000 loan for 4 years with an APR of 4.99% has 48 monthly payments of $1,496.61 each.
Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender.

© 2018 Bank of the West. Doing business in South Dakota as Bank of the West California.

NMLS ID 19116

Mark, My Words

BLACK-TANK
VALVE

Your RV Questions
By MARK NEMETH #45776, Escapees Technical Advisor
Send your questions via e-mail to techquestions@escapees.com

CLOGGED SINK
Q. My kitchen sink is draining
extremely slow and backing up into
the other side. What can I use to clear
the drain?
Christine

Magazine

A. I don’t recommend using any liquid drain clearing products. I’ve never
had any of them work for me in an RV. The most effective way to fix a slow
drain is to remove the drain pipes and P-trap under the sink, clean them and
then flush them out with a garden hose. The drain pipes are plastic and are
usually easy to remove and reinstall without tools.
If the clog is not in these pipes, then you have a clog somewhere between
the drain connection under the sink and the grey-water tank. This type of
clog is usually caused by rinsing grease and oil down the sink drain, and it
can be a challenge to clear. I’ve had success by using a hose-end adapter and
water pressure to flush clogs out of those pipes. These adapters are often
called drain-cleaning bladders or hose bladders. They attach to the end of
a hose and expand inside a pipe to make a seal; then the water pressure
forces the clog to break up and move down the pipe. Here’s an example on
Amazon: www.amazon.com (search Cobra Products 331).
Generally, you can find these products at hardware or home-improvement
stores in the plumbing department. To use the bladder, you must remove
the drain pipes and P-trap under the sink to obtain access to the main drain
pipe. Inserting the bladder into that pipe and applying water pressure should
clear the clog. The water pressure can backfire, so be prepared to get wet.
To prevent a clog from reoccurring, never rinse any kind of oil or grease
down the drain in your RV. It clogs your pipes like cholesterol clogs an artery.

ESCAPEES
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RV Evaluation

Q. My husband and I own a Prowler trailer that is 11 years old. We are preparing
to retire, buy a trailer and begin RVing. What are the top five manufacturers of
trailers under 30 feet in length?
Brenda
A. Unfortunately, I cannot recommend RVs or their manufacturers because
I’m not in a position to evaluate RVs from all the various manufacturers.
However, there is an organization called RV Consumer Group that does rate
RVs (www.rv.org).
They’ve been evaluating RVs of all brands and types for over 20 years.
They produce RV ratings guides that cover all of the major manufacturers.
The guides can be purchased at www.rv.org, or by calling 360-765-3846.
You’ll find price and rating reports for each model, with detailed information
about the model’s handling characteristics, wheelbase-to-length ratio,
payload capacity and price/discount range.
July/August 2018

Q. I own a 1999 Gulfstream RV, and
the last couple of times I removed
the cap to hook up my sewer line, I
noticed a small amount of water had
leaked out. I suspect the water is
coming from the black-water tank
since the water was blue the last
time it happened. (I had used the blue
tablets in the black-water tank when
the camper was not in use.) What
could cause this problem and how do
I repair it?
Diane
A. It sounds like your
black-water tank
dump valve is leaking. Sometimes it’s a
bit of foreign material stuck in the valve
that can be flushed
out with an ample
amount of fresh
water. However,
given the age
of your RV, I
suspect the
valve is wearing
out. If flushing
doesn’t correct the
problem, you’ll need
to replace the valve. Since it only
has four bolts, it isn’t hard to replace
if you can access the valve. You may
prefer to have it repaired at an RV
repair shop. Either way, you must
drain and thoroughly flush out the
tanks before beginning the work.
As a short-term solution, you can
purchase a three-inch dump valve
that’s designed to attach to your
sewer-hose connector on the RV.
This provides another valve to close
to prevent unpleasant surprises
when you take off the cap. Here’s
an example of what I’m referring to:
www.campingworld.com/shopping/
item/twist-on-valve/27868
It’s not a permanent fix, but it will
help you to get on down the road
until you can fix the problem.

Mark, My Words

Fifth-wheel Shocks

Electrical Wiring

Q. I own a 42-foot, two-axle, 2017 Columbus Palomino fifth-wheel trailer. When
I travel across a bridge or over hills, the RV rocks front-to-back really bad, and I
have to hit the brakes to make it stop. I was told that I needed to install stronger shocks. When I crawled underneath the trailer, I found that it doesn’t have
shocks or the brackets. Apparently, manufacturers don’t install shocks on new
trailers. I received a bid of $1,000 to have shocks installed. Will that solve the
problem or, at least, help with the rocking front-to-back? Also, why are shocks
no longer installed on trailers?
Ken
A. Adding shocks will definitely improve the ride on the trailer, but there’s
no guarantee it’ll completely resolve your problem. However, it is the right
place to start. The bid you received seems expensive, so you may want to
shop around for a better price. In the past, I’ve had good experience with
installation at a trailer builder, a company that builds and sells utility and
horse trailers. They are often less expensive than RV repair shops, and they
usually do quality work.
I assume manufacturers choose to omit the shocks to save on cost, and
that’s a bad idea on a trailer the size of yours. Most larger trailers and fifthwheel trailers that I’ve seen have shocks.

RV PROTECTIVE FINISH
Q. I have a 2001 Bounder, and I have not applied a wax or protective finish on it
for several years. I’m curious what to use that will protect my RV since I plan to
apply it myself. I called an RV service and asked what they charge for a wax job
and was told they no longer offer this service.
Mary

Doug
A. You may have a serious electrical
wiring issue, either in the RV’s AC
breaker box, or elsewhere in the
wiring. If you are experiencing any
detectable voltage on the skin or
frame of the motorhome, it is a
dangerous condition that could
cause a fatal shock!
First, check all wiring connections
in the AC breaker box in the RV. A
loose or disconnected ground, or a
short from a hot wire to the neutral
bus, can cause those symptoms, so
look for loose or incorrect wiring.
Unplug the RV from AC power
before you open the breaker box.
The problem may not be in the
breaker box, but rather somewhere
else in the RV. If you don’t have the
skills to evaluate the problem, call
an electrician immediately.
Once the AC power problem
is corrected, the converter may
function as it should.

DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION FOR MARK? Submissions must not contain commercial advertising or consumer advocacy issues. Due to the large
volume of material and correspondence submitted, we may be unable to reply or acknowledge receipt of your material. Material will be edited.
Questions and answers with the highest general interest may be repeated in subsequent issues. Questions can be sent by mail to “Mark, My
Words” Column, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300 or to techquestions@escapees.com.
SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO TECHQUESTIONS@ESCAPEES.COM
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“…experiencing any
detectable voltage on
the skin or frame of
the motorhome, it is a
dangerous condition
that could cause a
fatal shock!”

ESCAPEES

A. You can use any automotive wax, but that’s
a lot of square footage to rub and buff. I like
to apply it in small sections and stretch it
out over a few days. I have used a waterless
cleaner called Dry Wash and Guard (www.
driwashsolutions.com) on all my vehicles for
years. I like it because it leaves a layer of protection that lasts for months. You can use it on
a dirty vehicle, but I prefer to wash the vehicle
and let it dry first. You simply spray it on and
wipe it off. I find it is easier than automotive
wax. Several formulas are available, but I use
the “classic” formula for my vehicles.

Q. I am experiencing a pulsating,
bright-to-dim condition with my
RV lights. It appears the cycle time
is shortening. In addition, I stray
voltage is not only feeding back to
my motorhome exterior, but also
to anyone who is using the same
breaker box. When I check my 110
outlets, I see voltage bleeding back
on the neutral. Could this be a faulty
converter? It is the original.

Weight and Safety

LP GAS DETECTORS
By JIM KOCA #86367, Escapees RVers’ Boot Camp Instructor

While attending the WARE rally in Las Vegas, Nevada, one
of the seminars I presented was on propane safety, and I
discussed the importance of a liquid propane (LP) detector.
Several attendees didn’t realize this detector has an expiration date and eventually needs to be replaced.

R
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ecreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA) states that all recreational vehicles that have an LP gas appliance must also have an LP
gas detector installed. Potential sources for leaks include stovetop
burners, ovens, furnaces, refrigerators, water heaters, a defective regulator, defective LP gas connections and other propane-powered appliances.
The LP gas detector is designed to alert vehicle occupants when a leak is
detected. Since liquid propane gas is heavier than air and will settle down to
the lowest point, the detector should be mounted low and close to the floor,
It should be wired into the 12-volt electrical system.
The detector should be checked monthly by following the manufacturer’s
recommended procedure found in the manual for the detector. If no manual
came with your RV, you can likely find a copy online on the manufacturer’s
website. The expiration date for a detector is five years from its production
date. I found the expiration date for the one in my RV located on the back
of the detector which required me to remove it from the wall. Newer models
of detectors will have the replacement date on the front or on a sticker next
to the detector. This replacement date will indicate the date at which the
detector may no longer adequately detect a propane leak. For your safety
and the safety of your loved ones, the LP gas detector should be checked
monthly and replaced after five years of use.

ESCAPEES
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The RVer’s
Ultimate
Survival Guide
TO ORDER, CALL
888-757-2582, OR VISIT
WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/STORE.
AVAILABLE IN BOOK OR CD

WEIGH IN!

Weighing appointments are available
Mon—Fri, 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
Other times may be available.
Call for information.

CONGRESS, ARIZONA
North Ranch • 509-999-4429

LIVINGSTON, TEXAS
Rainbow’s End • 888-757-2582
The SmartWeigh program provides
accurate individual wheel weights for your
RV, toad and tow vehicle, and it will help
you trim the pounds if you need to.
SmartWeigh weighing is
available at Escapade!
www.escapees.com/
smartweigh

Did you know students who completed
RVers Boot Camp may qualify for a
discount on their RV insurance?*
For more information,
visit www.escapees.com/education
*Disclaimer: Discount may only be applied if account
has not already reached maximum discounts allowed.

EDUCATION

Keep Your RVing
Knowledge in Shape

GAIN CRITICAL SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE IN:
Hitch-up | Basic RV Systems | RV Driving | Tire and Weight Safety | Fire and Life Safety | Personal Safety

NEXT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES:
NOVEMBER 9–11, 2018

MARCH 14–16, 2019

FEBRUARY 1–3, 2019

APRIL 26–28, 2019

Rainbow's End
Livingston, Texas

North Ranch
Congress, Arizona

MARCH 1–3, 2019
Loyd Park
Grand Prairie, Texas

Escapade 2019
Tucson, Arizona

SKP ACRE
Pine Mountain RV Resort
Pine Mountain, Georgia

For more information, call

AUGUST 21–23, 2019

or to register for an event, visit

The Mill Casino & RV Park
North Bend, Oregon

888-757-2582

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/BOOTCAMP

PHOTO: MALECON, HAVANA, CUBA

CUBA—KEY
WEST CRUISE HOP
February 12–17, 2019 • Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Join fellow Escapees for a five-day, round-trip cruise aboard Royal Caribbean’s
beautiful ship Majesty of the Seas. Enjoy the rich, vibrant culture of Cuba, and learn
about its fascinating history, literature and architecture. After touring Havana,
experience the nightlife and performances by Cuba’s best rumba dancers and
musicians at one of the city’s tropical cabarets. Enjoy an authentic, home-cooked
Cuban lunch at Paladares. Visit Hemingway’s former home in Havana and his favorite
retreat, the nearby fishing village of Cojimar. Traditional Cuban rum and famous
cigars are available for purchase. Register today for this historic opportunity.

UPCOMING HOP EVENTS
THE FALL FOLIAGE
CRUISE HOP

BALLOON FIESTA HOP

ROSE PARADE HOP

OCTOBER 5–14, 2018

DEC. 27, 2018—JAN. 3, 2019

SEPTEMBER 16–23, 2018

Albuquerque, New Mexico
Price Range: $950—$1,275

Pasadena, California
Price Range: $995—$1,990

Boston, MA—Canada/New England
Price PP: $812.53–$1,242.53

HAWAII ISLANDS - KILAUEA
VOLCANO CRUISE HOP
FEBRUARY 20—MARCH 8, 2019

San Diego, California
Price PP: $2,224—$3,374

PAY N
1/2 D2OLWATER
AND 1R/ YOUR
FO ENT.
HOP EV
tion.

registra
ailable at
Option av available with
Not
Ps.
O
cruise H

Head
Out
Programs
created
A TOTAL
SUPPORT
NETWORK are
FOR ALL
RVERS and
customized for all RV’ers.
A TOTAL SUPPORT NETWORK FOR ALL RVERS

Join fellow Escapees for HOP events: theme-related
venues and activities at unique and scenic locations!
FOR EVENT DETAILS AND A COMPLETE LIST OF ALL HOP EVENTS, VISIT OR CALL

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/HOPS

HOPinfo@escapees.com | Land HOPs: 888-757-2582 | Cruises: 855-757-8881

*EVENT PRICES ARE BASED ON ONE TO TWO RV OCCUPANTS ONLY.

MARDI GRAS HOP
MARCH 1–6, 2019

New Orleans, Louisiana
Price Range: $1,565—$2,365

PANAMA CANAL
CRUISE HOP

OSHKOSH
AIR SHOW HOP

ALASKA CRUISE HOP

APRIL 10–21, 2019

JULY 21–28, 2019

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
Price PP: $1,950–$2,609

Oshkosh, Wisconsin
Price Range: TBA

Seattle, Washington
Price PP: $1,399–$2,139

AUG. 4–11, 2019

From the Bookshelf

Vintage Campers:
History and Renovation
By MARCELLA GAUTHIER #12371

RV magazines are filled with new, modern RVs. They have all the bells and
whistles that come at a price, grand with all their features of automatic this
and that. However, somehow, they lack the charm of vintage units.

T

here are an increasing number of RV resorts with restored RVs (trailers
for the most part) with authentic vintage interiors. One of the oldest is
The Shady Dell (theshadydell.com) in Bisbee, Arizona.
The fifties trailers often have only a record player, with old ’50s
records or old black-and-white TVs. I stayed there one night soaking up some
wonderful ’50s ambiance in a teardrop trailer and could imagine it being the
mid-1950s, with my two-toned 1955 Ford Fairlaine parked outside. It was fun!
One new park is The Vintages Trailer Resort, in Dayton, Oregon, (www.
the-vintages.com), located in Oregon’s world-class wine country. You can
enjoy modern wine tours and tastings, then spend an evening in your vintage
RV imagining past travel adventures even if you weren’t alive back then!
This month, we celebrate the history and adventure of RVs and RV travel
with two books: a comprehensive book of camper history and stories, and a
rehab book with photos and guides to help you restore an older trailer.
You can personalize a vintage trailer, making it uniquely yours. And, if you
have a vintage automobile to pull it, you will have onlookers giving you a
“thumbs-up” as you pass by and will collect a crowd when you stop.
THE CAMPER BOOK, A CELEBRATION OF A MOVEABLE AMERICAN DREAM

Magazine

DAVE HOEKSTRA (AUTHOR) JON SALL (PHOTOGRAPHER) CHICAGO REVIEW PRESS 2018
ISBN: 978-1-61373-820-7 • PAPERBACK $24.99 • KINDLE: $16.99
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This book sees RVs through the loving eyes
of Dave Hoekstra, a Chicago Sun-Times
columnist and radio program host, and
Jon Sall, a professional photographer. Jeff
Daniels, the actor and RV enthusiast, wrote
the hilarious foreword about his travels
in an RV. The book covers the history of
campers, the subcultures that have arisen
around them and their potential future.
In the preface of the book, Dave speaks
about the magic of RV travel, saying, “If
you’re at home with yourself, then isn’t
home wherever you are?” This is similar to
the title of Escapees RV Club co-founder Kay Peterson’s, first book, Home Is
Where You Park It.
Today, camping is on the upswing with millions of households hitting the
road. New RVs are coming to market every day; Volkswagen is reintroducing
their classic camper-van, so there is something for everyone. Dave is a thoughtful and enchanting writer who makes the people he meets, the places he visits
and the history of RVing come to life.
July/August 2018

CAMPER REHAB:
A GUIDE TO BUYING, REPAIRING, AND
UPGRADING YOUR TRAVEL TRAILER
CHRIS PETERSON • COOL SPRINGS PRESS 2017
ISBN: 978-076-0353523 • PAPERBACK: $18.16
KINDLE: $14.99

This book covers only
trailers, but even if you
are thinking of restoring
a motorhome, you might
enjoy the design and
decorating ideas.
From the top to the bottom of the
camper, you will be guided by this
book. Step-by-step and how-to
instructions will make the job so
much easier.
Sections of the book include how
to select a used camper to renovate, basic troubleshooting, trailer
structure, interior- and exterior-wall
restoration, window and floor
repairs, electrical and plumbing and
much more. The author skillfully
guides you through each process.
This book is a must-have for anyone
wishing to refurbish a camper.

EXPECT MORE !
INSTANT

CONSTANT

ENDLESS

For hot water comfort —
Go for the revolutionary Truma AquaGo®
•
•
•
•
•

True instant hot water at every tap* – That’s Truma luxury
Truma hybrid technology keeps temperature constant – No scalding
Exclusive decalcification technology – Extends life and maintains performance
Operates at flows below 0.4 GPM
Simply open “Easy Drain Lever” – Winterization done
*with Truma AquaGo® comfort plus

The Truma AquaGo® can replace any tankless
or 6-16 gallon RV water heater.
www.truma.net

Visit us at the Truma Sales & Service Center in
Lakeland, FL 1.863.225.1417

Camping Kids

Magazine

“Joining the Xscapers
community and Fulltime
Families organization is
a great way to start your
social connections.”

ESCAPEES
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SOCIALIZING ON THE ROAD
By MELANIE CARR #8, Escapees RV Club Vice President

Xscapers and Fulltime Family members at the 57th Escapade. www.fulltimefamilies.com. PHOTO BY BROCK BRINKERHOFF #131442

Camping Kids
When considering a full-time or extended-travel lifestyle, one of parents’
biggest fears is how their children will have a social life on the road. Living in
a sticks-and-bricks home, friends come easily through school, neighbors and
family acquaintances. So, how will your youngsters find friends?
You’ll be happy to know that there
are plenty of opportunities on the
road for children to create lasting
friendships while RVing. Once
relationships are created, you’ll find
that it adds positive changes to the
way you travel. Your children will be
happy, and you will benefit as well.
You’ll be caravanning and planning
travels together in no time.

Fulltime Families

The Fulltime Families organization
is a fantastic network opportunity
created specifically for families
on the road. Members hold rallies
and create fun and family-friendly
activities throughout the year. Many
events are held in areas that are rich
in education for roadschoolers. They
also hold events during holidays,
such as Halloween, to make sure
RVing children can make cherished
memories by participating in traditional experiences. Their annual trip
to Legoland is a big hit with children.
To learn more about Fulltime
Families and their upcoming events,
visit www.fulltimefamilies.com.

Sports

Rallies

Outside of Fulltime Families
rallies, there are plenty of other
family-friendly RV rallies to attend.

Social media platforms are another
way to connect with like-minded
families, and it’s an excellent option
to add to your arsenal of resources.
There are several Facebook groups
specifically catered to RVers, where
you can reach out for advice or see
if other RV families are camping in
your area.
Joining the Xscapers community
and Fulltime Families organization
is a great way to start your social
connections. From there, you’ll
discover other resources.
You can also utilize the power
of RVillage.com to find other RVing
families as you travel.
Instagram is another way to
socialize virtually with other RV
families, and those connections have
even been known to blossom into
in-person meetings.
If you have advice on how your
children have made connections on
the road, e-mail me at melaniecarr@
escapees.com for a chance to be
featured in an upcoming “Camping
Kids” column.

Your tips for RVing with children could appear in a future “Camping Kids”
column. Send your tips for organization, storage, safety, socialization or
other aspects of traveling with children to
MELANIECARR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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Xscapers is partnering with Fulltime
Families for Kidscapade at the 59th
Escapade, in Tucson, Arizona. Bring the
kids and join us! For information, visit
escapees.com/escapade.

Is there a sport that interests your
child, or one that you’d like them
to try? Simply find a desirable
location, choose a sport, such as
baseball or soccer, and settle in for
the season. An advantage to your
home being on wheels is that you
can stay somewhere for as long,
or as little, as you’d like. This gives
parents an opportunity to become
involved in local activities as well.

Although many of these events may
not specifically cater to children,
with the growing demographic of
families on the road, more and more
opportunities become available
every year. For example, the annual
Escapees Escapade has partnered
with Fulltime Families for the last
three years to organize a kid’s program during the event. We also have
a growing number of families joining
us for Xscapers Convergences.
To find out more information on
Convergences, visit www.xscapers.com/xscapers-community/
convergences/

Different Viewpoints
RVers’ Opinions and Advice from the Road
Submissions that are sent by e-mail can be directed to DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

AN OFF-THE-GRID EXPERIENCE
Full-time RVing has been our way of life for eight years, and
we love it. The freedom of the open road can’t be beat. My
husband, Bob, and I have tried everything from fancy RV
resorts to boondocking in the desert.
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RV parks are convenient because of the amenities, but
you can end up packed in, side-by-side with neighbors.
Boondocking is nice because you are by yourself with
plenty of open space, but most areas with dispersed
camping have a two-week limit.
Our thoughts turned to what would be the best of
both worlds, a place with plenty of space and amenities.
After researching our options, our findings revealed that
“off-the-grid living” is what would be ideal.
We searched through many postings for volunteer
opportunities at state and national parks and recreational and wilderness areas before finding the perfect deal:
a nighttime caretaker position for the Lytle Creek Firing
Line ([LCFL], www.lytlecreekrange.com, 951-782-7438.)
The position came with a parking spot, 550-gallon
water tank, 350-gallon holding tank, 100-gallon propane
tank and 20-amp generator. Fuel and Internet access
was also provided, either at our RV or at the main office.
We had to provide 10 volunteer hours per week during
the day and be on the property every evening by 6:00
p.m. This sounded like the adventure in off-the-grid
living we were seeking.
After a few e-mails and sending in resumes, we were
on our way to the San Bernardino National Forest. LCFL
is an off-the-grid, family-friendly, public shooting range
at the end of the pavement, 10 miles east of I-15 near
San Bernardino, California, in the beautiful mountains of

the national forest. The road up the canyon is winding
but easy for our 40-foot motorhome and tow vehicle.
Greg, the manager, and Judy, another nighttime
caretaker, met us, and we hit it off right away. After
getting settled into our spot, we began learning about
how to manage our resources. Water access was easy
as our tank was filled as needed. However, being experienced boondockers, we still conserved our usage. Our
holding tank was emptied every week, and we never
came close to filling it. Our propane tank was filled every
month and, even through the coldest weather, it never
fell below half a tank.
We were provided 7.5 gallons of fuel each week for
the generator, but with our eight solar panels on the
roof, we rarely used it. Living in the mountains with no
neighbors in sight was wonderful, exactly what we were
seeking. The only lights at night were our own, and the
stars were abundant. My husband kept records on our
average usage of the resources during the six months we
were there, and, to our surprise, our stay was easy.
With San Bernardino being only 30 minutes away,
getting food and supplies was also no problem. The
experience taught us what we would need to set up our
own off-the-grid place, and we learned living off the grid
did not mean we had to compromise on conveniences.
The other two nighttime caretakers live there all year,
and we were invited to stay as long as we wanted. But
the road was calling us, so we moved on.
LCFL is always looking for adventurous RVers who like
the best of both worlds. If you are interested in learning
more, e-mail Greg at lytlecreekfiringline@gmail.com.
Camille McCullough #110158

Bob and Camille McCullough’s off-the-grid
site at Lytle Creek Firing Line.
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Different Viewpoints

GENERAL
DELIVERY MAIL
In the January/February 2018 issue,
I read with interest the tip, “General
Delivery Mail Forwarding.” The writer
recommended using www.usps.com
to find out which post offices accept
general delivery mail. I found this
information is not always reliable.

Awning strap attached to the RV
and restricting the emergency exit
window from opening.
Below: Strap attached to the window allows for an easy exit.

Awning Safety Issue

The article, “Escaping an RV Fire,” in the May/June issue prompted me to share
information about a problem that could be a critical, life-threatening safety
issue when installing window awnings.

Warming Tip
for Winter Travel

Opinions contained in “Different Viewpoints” are not necessarily those of the Escapees RV Club, its officers or the membership in general. Escapees
RV Club accepts no responsibility for what is expressed here by any person, group or company. Because of the large volume of material, we may
not acknowledge receipt. If accepted, submissions will be edited for magazine style and formatting.
SUBMISSIONS THAT ARE SENT BY E-MAIL CAN BE DIRECTED TO DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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In the January/February 2018 issue
of Escapees magazine, the article,
“Fearless Boondocking,” brought
back memories of our cross-country
trip from Boston to Alaska in 2010.
Traveling through the Dakotas to
Alaska, we knew we would run into
extreme cold weather. We found that,
if we put flannel sheets and an electric
mattress pad on the bed, it stays
toasty warm. We tried this in our
fifth-wheel, and it works well. Turning
the electric mattress pad on for 30
minutes before turning the generator
off and climbing into bed makes
happy feet between the sheets.
Thomas and Maureen Lockman #130379
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My wife, Betsy, and I live and travel
full-time in our class A motorhome, and
I routinely conduct inspections of safety
equipment and emergency supplies. This
includes checking the functionality of the
emergency exit window.
Recently, when I tried the exit during
an inspection, it jammed against the strap
holding the awning down. I realized that
during previous inspections, the awning
had always been retracted. The strap
made it impossible to reach through the opening to release it.
I began checking other RVs as we traveled and found that numerous
other makes and models had the same issue. I contacted the manufacturer
of my coach, and he responded that, since the installation of awnings is an
after-market item, the issue needed to be addressed by the installer. I purchased the motorhome in a private sale, so I was on my own for a remedy.
My solution was to epoxy a second pull-strap bracket directly to the window glass centered above the original bracket. This allows the exit window to
function properly. Also, it will hold the window open for easier exiting.
Time is critical when escaping an RV fire. I keep a pair of pants and my
wallet, vehicle keys and cell phone in the pockets hanging near the exit on
one side. My wife hangs a pair of jeans, a jacket and her purse/backpack on
the other side. Our plan is to throw the items out the exit and put them on
once we are clear of the vehicle.
Submission and photos by Robert Baker #105974

Recently I had mail sent general
delivery to a post office that is listed
as providing this service on the
site. When I arrived to pick it up, I
was told their post office no longer
accepted general delivery mail, and
it was now redirected to a centralized location. However, they could
not tell me to which post office
it was delivered. After numerous
phone calls, they tracked down the
correct location and my mail, 20
miles away. I strongly recommend
calling a post office first to verify
they accept general delivery, obtain
detailed addressing instructions
and not rely on www.usps.com. The
website is not updated regularly and
may provide incorrect information.
Steven Kelly #98173

Give YOURSELF
The
of

Gift

CARE

Continuing Assistance for Retired Escapees

•
•
•
Escapees CARE Health Fair PHOTO BY ANITA MANDOT HICKMAN #41291

CARE FACILITY AND HEALTH
FAIR CONTINUE TO GROW
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In March, Escapees CARE completed another successful
Health Fair, an annual event dating back to 1993, the
second year of CARE’s inception. The program provides
low-cost health testing and education during the last full
week of March, when many Escapees stop by Rainbow’s
End on their way north for the summer.
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The 2018 Health Fair kicked off with a delicious soupfest on Sunday evening, followed by a day of testing
on Monday. Tests included blood draws with complete
lab results, stroke scanning, hearing and eye tests,
mammograms and more. An excellent refresher course
demonstrated the latest CPR techniques. Three days
of health seminars provided additional medical information. Exhibitor fair day, open to all health-related
organizations in the area, was well-attended, and pies at
the dessert auction had bids up to $300!
The Thursday evening dinner, declared “the best
barbecue ever,” featured smoked brisket and sausage
cooked by Dave Condit, one of our staff members who
is part of the Triple Eagle BBQ team that’s won more
than 300 trophies in Texas barbecue competitions. Our
honorary dinner speaker, U.S. Representative Brian
Babin, gave an update on current congressional bills
related to social security and infrastructure.
This year’s health fair goal was to raise funds for
additional sites at CARE. After expenses, proceeds
totaled $58,000. With these funds, we hope to create
at least six new sites, depending on the cost of putting
in a road to the site area. Thanks to a dedicated staff
and invaluable support from Escapees by donations and
volunteering, CARE continues to grow.
July/August 2018

to rest
to recover
to recuperate

When I came to CARE as a volunteer in 2012, only 15
of 35 sites were occupied, revenue from sites and Adult
Day Care covered only 50 percent of expenses, and
donations were needed for the remainder. Since then,
we’ve filled the original sites and added seven more.
With added-site revenue and successful health fairs,
we’ve purchased a new bus, a 10-passenger transit van,
two late-model vans, a walk-in cooler/freezer, a double-stack convection oven, a dishwasher, stainless-steel
preparation stations, new dining room flooring, two
70kw generators and more. We have also reduced the
need for donations, with our annual expenses dropping
from 50 to 15 percent. In 2017, only 39 of our 42 sites
for residents and volunteers were occupied. Sites are
now full, and 10 applicants are on the waiting list.
One of the perks of being an Escapees member is
knowing you can come to CARE at any time. Come for
health reasons, or to simply slow down and be fed and
pampered by our staff and volunteers as you continue
to live in your RV. If sites are full, we’ll open a site by
moving a volunteer into the Rainbow’s End Park.
If you’re able to donate funds or remember CARE in
your will, we are most grateful. An honor board on our
entry wall will soon identify those contributing $5,000,
$10,000, $20,000, $50,000 or $100,000. CARE is
a 501(c)(3) nonprofit (tax-exempt) corporation, and
donations are carefully controlled and well spent.
Russ Johnson #96114, Escapees CARE Director

Escapees CARE Needs Your Donation!
Provide support through www.paypal.com/givingfund, www.iGive.com,
www.escapees.com/store or through a bequest to CARE in your will.
You can set up automatic donations, starting at $10 per month, directly
from your bank account or credit card, by calling us at 936-327-4256,
or mail to CARE, 155 Care Center Dr., Livingston, TX 77351
www.escapeescare.org |

Day’s End

Free and Low-cost
Parking Finds
Compiled by GUY GIPSON #84383, www.daysenddirectory.com

PHOTO COURTESY OF
SUNRISE BAGEL & ESPRESSO.

Anchorage: Cabela’s, ample RV pkg, D. 48-hr limit; out 24. From
SR 1/Seward Hwy, S end of town, exit W at O’Malley Rd. Go 0.8 mi,
TR (N) on C St., TR (E) on 104th Ave to store, next to Target. 155 W
104th Ave. 907-341-3400. 61.12741 -149.88144. Alan and Brenda
Jones #109332
Fairbanks: Sunrise Espresso, lg gravel lot with sm coffee
trailer. Free. 720 Kyle Court, 99709. Park away from Espresso
trailer as they open early. N64 50.9475 W147 50.8424.
Chuck Gregory #88501

Ketchikan: Last Chance CG (NF). 19 sites, fire rings. Potable W (hand
pump), toilets, trash cans. $10, S/A Pass 1/2. 14-day limit. From ferry
terminal in town, go 4.8 mi N on Tongass Hwy to Revilla Rd, TR, go 1.4
mi to Ward Lake Rd turn-off, continue 1 mi on Revilla Rd, TR at CG
entrance. 55.445 -131.684. Several sites OK for lg RVs; tight going
on the access rd. tinyurl.com/nhprrlz. Don France #103279
North Pole: Safeway/North Pole Plaza. Lg, gravel, pkg area. No facilities. Sm sign “Free RV Parking 5-day limit”. SW corner of Santa Claus Ln
and SR 2. 64.7587N 147.35628W. Gravel area at W end of shopping
cntr between Sentry Hdwe and Plaza Car Wash. Guy Gipson #84383
Skagway: CG (city). 7 BD sites for sm rigs. Free. Near old town of Dyea.,
home of the1898 Gold Rush fame. 9 mi inland from town. Difficult
to find, best to obtain a map from the Police Dept. N 59.50004 W
135.35576. Gravel and dirt rds. Great views, good solar, sm trees.
Other sites nearby not in CG. Doug Hubbard #39209
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ALASKA

Juneau: SR 7/Glacier Hwy/Juneau Veterans Memorial Hwy, pull-outs.
BD, no facilities except at Echo Cove. Free. No prohibitive signs. From
ferry terminal, TL (NW) on Glacier Hwy. Paved rd goes 30 mi to gate
and turn-around. MM 29 to end of rd, paved and gravel pull-outs,
various sizes, many with ocean views. Quiet O/N pkg. One at MM 31.2,
lg, level, paved area, any size rig. Graeme and Jennifer Chaston #107845

ESCAPEES

The Day’s End Directory is a useful tool to help
you save money and find safe overnight parking recommendations from fellow Escapees
members. These parking selections highlight seasonal boondocking options for your
RV travels. Download the entire directory
online at www.daysenddirectory.com.

Day’s End

PHOTO COURTESY OF
SMITHERS TOURISM

CANADA
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Campbell River: (Vancouver Is) BC Hydro CG. Fire rings. Pit toilets,
trash cans. Free. 14-day limit. Go 29 KM W from town on PH 28 (58
KM E of Gold River), TR on Strathcona Dam Rd. At 350 metres veer
slight L at jct., go 3.3 KM, over the dam wall of Upper Campbell Lake,
TR at next jct.. Proceed under the dam wall, cont. past power grid to
CG. 6 sunny sites along dam outflow, 5 sites along Campbell Lake, and
overflow camp area. Any size rig. Boat ramp. Don Manderfield #54761
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Fort Steele: Many dispersed sites, some with tables, fire rings. Free.
14-day limit. From PH-93/95 in town, go 6.8 mi E on Wardner/Fort
Steele Rd, 49.56459 -115.51773. TL on dirt rd, go 1 mi to area.
49.57032 -115.51176. Sites around sm lake. Decent cell signal. D
at Cranbrook visitor ctr 8 mi away. Peter and Joan Williams #118734
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Hope: Hunter Creek/St Elmo RA. O/N. Flush toilets, trash bins. TCH-1
x160, E of Chilliwack and Bridal Veil Falls PP, watch for RA signs. 7
mi W of Hope. N49.35559 W121.5753. Level, paved. Any size rig
but no room for slideouts. Quiet. Walking paths down to stream, be
prepared for bugs. Al and Sharon Florida #86865
Kamloops: Paul Lake Provincial Park. 90 level sites with tables/grills.
Toilets, D. $16. No stay limit. N approx 3.5 mi on PH-5, TR (E) on Paul
Lake Rd (by Huskie Gas Sta), go 12 mi on paved rd. N50 45.0184
W120 6.825. Lg rigs OK, lg grass picnic area by lake, lots of trees,
good rds, playground, boat ramp, no Verizon. Can be full on wkends
in summer. No reservations. Bob and Sam Flechtner #102683
Midway: River CG (city). Showers, D. $20, +2 for E. Can reserve, 250449-2467 or village office: 250-449-2222. Off Hwy 3 in Midway,
going W, TL on Florence, cross frontage rd, then almost immed L to
D. N49 0.595 W118 46.571. Beachside. Rick and Ellen Yarker #87386

Smithers: Visitor Ctr, O/N pkg OK. W/D. Trash bin. All free. No
need to ask permission. PH 16, on W side of Ctr beside bluefenced Central Park Rink. Asphalt surface. 2 lg or 3 sm rigs.
Quiet. No O/N pkg in museum lot. Marlin and Kay Pihl #110473
Vancouver: Ambleside Park. Lots of areas to park for the day or O/N.
Trash cans. No prohibitive signs. TCH-1 x11, go S on 15th St, TL on
Argyle Ave., go 0.6 KM. 1001 Argyle Ave, West Vancouver. Close to
Lions Gate Bridge to bicycle to Standley Park or city. Jennifer and
Graeme Chaston #107845

YUKON TERRITORY

Jakes Corner: Little Atlin Lake RA. Toilet, trash bin. Free. Alaska Hwy/
PH-1 KM 1341.5, go 1.1 mi S on Tagish Hwy/PH-8 (paved), TL (E) on
Atlin Hwy/PH-7 (paved). Go 2.4 mi to RA/boat launch on Little Atlin
Lake. 60.297 -133.9858. OK for sm/med rigs, not completely level.
2 lakeside BD sites, great lake and mountain views. Little traffic at
night. Al and Sharon Florida #86865
Teslin: Yukon Motel and RV Park/CG, pkg lot. BD, free (we ate dinner
there). Free D and fresh W. PH-1/Alaska Hwy KM 1243.5. Discount
on fuel if you used their CG. Visit the George Johnston Museum.
Gene Ladd and Mary Dixon #109821
Watson Lake: Paved pkg lot, former motel, O/N pkg OK. Free. No
stay limit. N side of Alaska Hwy, across side st from Watson Lake
Motors. Near Signpost Forest and visitor ctr. Room for 2 to 3 lg rigs.
Al and Sharon Florida #86865
Watson Lake To Ross River: PH-4/Campbell Hwy, many pull-outs
OK for O/N pkg. No facilities. Free. No stay limit. One at 106 mi N,
118 mi S of Ross Riv. N61.40364 W129.6436). TR at Frances Lake
CG sign and immed TL to pkg site. Level, creek at camp, poor solar.
Room to turn around and park for 3 lg rigs. Check before pulling down
into the site; it is a dead end. Govt camp and lake are 0.6 mi. farther
down the main dirt rd. Doug Hubbard #39209

The Day’s End Directory is a useful tool for helping you save money and find safe overnight parking recommended by fellow Escapees members.
“Day’s End” listings are submitted by traveling members. Please be aware that these listings are not verified by Escapees magazine, and the
information is subject to change without notice. Want more? Order online or write Guy Gipson, 107 Rainbow Dr., #755, Livingston, TX 773991007. Online Search and Download: $15/year. CD (Mac and PC-compatible): $20. Include your complete name and Escapees membership number.
ORDER THE DAY’S END, GOOD GUYS AND BOONDOCKERS JOURNAL DIRECTORY BY VISITING WWW.DAYSENDDIRECTORY.COM
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Hit the road with

50% Savings off Campsites!
PASSPORT

AMERICA
Pays for itself the
first time you use it!

The ‘Original’ & World’s Largest 50% Discount Camping Club with over 1800
Quality Resorts & Campgrounds all across the USA, Canada, & Mexico!
Benefits of Becoming a Passport America Member:

Receive the All-New International Camping Directory, personalized
50% Discount Travel Card and RV decal.
FREE All-New & Improved MY PASSPORT AMERICA mobile app featuring nearby parks, trip routing, new utilities and more!
FREE weekly Newsblast about Passport America campgrounds plus
related RV news.
ALL-NEW FREE Trip Routing, Campground Updates and valuable
information online 24/7 at www.passportamerica.com
Economical rates (up to 25% savings) on MyRVmail.com - Passport
America’s mail forwarding service.
FREE online edition of the RV America magazine with new park updates.
Plus a friendly and professional staff who is always happy to serve you!

Get Your 50% DISCOUNT CAMPING CARD TODAY! Call Now & Start Saving! 1.800.681.6810
Sign-Up Now & Start Saving - Call 1.800.681.6810 or Join Online at www.passportamerica.com.
Code: GBSKP

Name:

1 Year

Email:
Address:
City:

$88

2 Years
State:

Zip:

Phone:

I have enclosed check/money order in the amount of $
Make payable to Passsport America in US Funds.

.

SIGNATURE REQUIRED FOR CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS

BEST
VALUE

$132
Reg.

Plus 3
Months FREE

$79

Plus 4
Months FREE

(You Save $11.00)

(You Save $23.00)

EXPIRATION DATE

Plus 6

FREE
$109 Months
(You Save $45.00)

New membership only!

Charge my:

CARD NUMBER

3 Years

Reg.

$44

Please add $5 shipping inside USA or
$25 shipping outside the USA (US Funds).
Mail to:
Passport America
5713 Hwy 85 North, Crestview, FL 32536
Or Call 1.800.681.6810 or Fax: 1.850.398.6159

SKP Stops

OLD FRIENDS

Thoroughbred Retirement Farm
Georgetown, Kentucky
1841 Paynes Depot Rd, Georgetown, KY 40324 • www.oldfriendsequine.org • 502-863-1775

1997 Kentucky Derby-Preakness
winner, Silver Charm.
PHOTO BY RICK CAPONE
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Nestled in the heart of Bluegrass country, among the
horse farms, rolling hills of green fields and bourbon
distilleries, is Old Friends at Dream Chase Farm.
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Old Friends is a retirement farm for Thoroughbred race
horses who, too often, are discarded after their money
earning days are over. The farm was founded by the
former Boston Globe film critic, Michael Blowen. Mr.
Blowen believes that horses past their prime deserve a
place to rest, play and retire in comfort and dignity. So,
Old Friends tested the concept by opening its doors to
the public, inviting fans to revisit their turf heroes.
Now a living-history museum of horse racing, the farm
attracts nearly 20,000 visitors annually who come to
swoon over many of the Grade Stakes, Breeders Cup,
Preakness and even Kentucky Derby winners. Old Friends
is unique in that one can not only learn of the tremendous
achievement of many of these thoroughbreds, but can
also come face-to-face with the sports greatest and to
intimately experience their unique winning personalities.
Silver Charm, winner of eight stakes races, including
the 1997 Kentucky Derby and Preakness Stakes, earned
nearly seven million dollars in his racing career. He is
a bit of a camera ham and quick to pose for a selfie.
Now, free from worrying about his racing weight, he is a
“Carrot cheeker.” To ensure he doesn’t miss an opportunity for additional carrots by taking time to chew them,
much like a chipmunk, he’ll tuck them into his cheek for
later consumption.
July/August 2018

Popcorn Deelites, who had only modest success
on the race track, may be the most famous celebrity
thoroughbred of all time. You see, “Pops” has an uncanny resemblance to the racing great, Seabiscuit. So much
so, he portrayed Seabiscuit in the major motion picture
of the same name. The only problem is Pops was too
slow to keep up with the horse portraying his foe, War
Admiral. This required War Admiral to put in extra laps
prior to filming to even things up a bit.
Pops’ paddock mate, Special Ring, won nearly one
million dollars in his career. He has a unique talent, too,
through revealing his identifying lip tattoo with a toothy
and contagious smile. These two are dubbed The Frat
Boys. Together they are quite a pair of stable mates
playing off each other to induce smiles from onlookers
and, of course, to receive carrots.
With over 175 horses on the farm, the heartwarming
stories of these once-prime athletes are as endless as
the compassion for those who care for them.
Reservations are required (502-863-1775). The farm
offers three 90-minute guided walking tours daily ($10
for adults, $5 for kids 6 through 12 and kids five and
under are free). March 15 to November 6, tours are daily
at 10:00 a.m, 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. Winter hours are
November 7 to March 14, with one tour daily at 11:00
a.m. only. The farm can accommodate most RVs, but call
to verify space if you have a class-A motorhome.
Craig Rouse #136727
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MALLOWS BAY—POTOMAC RIVER
Ghost Fleet—Silver Spring, Maryland

8601 Georgia Avenue, Suite 510, Silver Spring, MD 20910-3437 • marinesanctuary.org • 301-608-3040

Terns on Ghost Fleet wreckage.
PHOTO BY SHARON PEARSON #81995

Twice a day, hundreds of ghosts emerge from the murky
depths of the Potomac River, their skeletal remains briefly
returning to the world of light and air. This haunting
spectacle occurs at each low tide in Mallows Bay.
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The bay is the final resting place of the “Ghost Fleet,”
over two hundred shipwrecks from the beginning of the
20th century. Mallows Bay is the largest ship graveyard
in the western hemisphere.
Over half of the Ghost Fleet is composed of ships
from the wooden Emergency Fleet built for World War
I. None of these ships was finished in time to cross the
Atlantic before the end of the war. These freighters
were found to be uneconomical to operate in commercial service after the war. Eventually, they, along with
other obsolete ships, were towed to Mallows Bay and
abandoned. In the 1920s, the ships were burned to
the waterline in an attempt to clean up the bay.
Located on the Maryland side of the Potomac,
Mallows Bay is less than 35 miles from the dome of the
U.S. Capitol. The bay has been nominated as a National
Marine Sanctuary, and NOAA is in the process of
evaluating the proposal. Currently, the Ghost Fleet can
be accessed by canoe or kayak from Mallows Bay Park,
a Charles County recreational facility (www.charlescountyparks.com/parks/mallows-bay-park).
As you paddle out into Mallows Bay, the first
wreck you’ll probably notice is the old steel ferry, the

remains of the Accomac. On the morning we visited the
Accomac, it was the home of a nesting pair of osprey.
The rest of the Ghost Fleet is not as easy to find. Of the
wooden ships that composed the rest of the fleet, little
remains above water. Some of the wrecks are visible
at low tide as boat-shaped outlines of heavy wooden
planks and large steel fasteners. Other wrecks have
filled with sediment and become tree-covered islands.
These wrecks provide a unique habitat for ospreys, great
blue herons, terns and other wildlife.
There is no camping at Mallow Bay Park. On our visit,
we camped nearby at Smallwood State Park, operated
by the Maryland Department of Natural Resources
(301-743-7613). The wooded campsites in the park have
electrical power, but no water or sewer hookups. A
dumpsite and fresh water are available.
On our summer visit, we commuted the nine-and-ahalf miles, between Smallwood State Park and Mallows
Bay Park, in our tow vehicle with our canoe secured
to its roof rack. If you don’t have a small boat of your
own, there are outfitters in the area that provide rentals
and guided tours. Mallows Bay was busy the day we
stopped by. Parking was limited, and park personnel had
to direct car traffic at the boat-launching ramp. Several
groups of kayakers were heading out at the same time
we were, but, once out on the water, the boat traffic
thinned out, and we had the bay mostly to ourselves.
Richard Pearson #81995
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DOG MOUNTAIN AND DOG GALLERY
St. Johnsbury, Vermont
143 Parks Rd, St. Johnsbury, VT 05819, 802-748-2700 • www.dogmt.com

The view from dog chapel.
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After recovering from a life-threatening coma, Stephen
Huneck, a well-known Vermont artist that specialized in
dog carvings, had what he called a “wild idea” that would
not go away. He needed to build a chapel, open to all faiths
and belief systems, that celebrated the spiritual bond
between people and their dogs.
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On his hilltop farm east of Saint Johnsbury, Stephen built
a chapel modeled after a typical 1820s small village
Vermont church. The chapel is bathed in sunlight from
six stained-glass windows, each with a different image
of his dog artwork. A carving of a dog holds each end of
the pews, and his dog photos and dog carvings surround
those who enter.
Stephen envisioned an area where people could leave
photos and written memories of their dogs. He never
dreamed that, in a short time, every inch of wall space
in the entrance and the chapel would be covered with
memories from all over the world.
Stephen and his wife are no longer living; however,
friends and co-workers are committed to keeping Dog
Mountain and Stephen’s legacy alive.

The 150-acre farm has views, trails and ponds for
dogs and people to enjoy. The chapel and grounds are
open from sunrise to sunset for anyone. Dogs are free
to run, swim, play and meet other dogs. And there is
always a supply of treats.
The renovated farmhouse gallery displays Stephen’s
original woodcut prints, art reproductions, furniture,
his children’s book series, “Sally,” as well as other
unique items.
In the summer, Dog Mountain hosts free concerts on
Sunday afternoons and celebrates dog parties several
times a year. Call 800-449-2580, or visit dogmt.com
for dates and details. Click the “Dog Mountain” link for
events and “News” to view photos of past dog parties.
Vehicles over 22 feet may have trouble parking at Dog
Mountain. The main entrance is in northern Vermont,
one-half mile from route 2. From Saint Johnsbury,
head east on route 2 for about two miles and watch for
Spaulding Road on the left (north). You’ll see a Stephen
Huneck sculpture of people and dogs. Go up Spaulding
Road, turn left onto Parks Road and follow signs.
Article and photo by Joyce Space #61818
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Guidelines and Helpful Hints

• Deadline: Material for each issue will be selected based on
location and the migration of seasonal travel.
• Words: Short stories of 300 to 500 words are ideal.
Submissions that are illegible, inappropriate or considered
advertisements may be excluded. Due to limited space,
submissions will be edited.
• Photos: Photos are included on a space-available basis. Include
the name of anyone in the photo and name of the photographer.

• Share unique and off-the-beaten-path RV travel destinations.
• Keep submissions brief and include only pertinent information.
• Photos must be high resolution.
• Include the best season to visit the destination.
Send submissions to Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive,
Livingston, TX 77351, or to editor@escapees.com.

ARTICLE SUBMISSION GUIDELINES ARE AVAILABLE FOR DOWNLOADING ONLINE AT WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/MAGAZINE-GUIDELINES.
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constructed for sub-zero temp
True 4 Season Camper

Avg 30 %
off MSRP

2018 DRV Full House Toyhauler

$155,416

zero rated
True 4 Season Camper

Avg 30 %
off MSRP

2018 Heartland
Landmark 365 Newport

$128,659
sub-zero rated
True 4 Season Camper

Avg 30 %
off MSRP

2018 DRV Mobile Suite 39DBRS3

SPECIALIZING IN HIGH END FIFTH WHEELS AND FULL TIME RV LIVING

$154,311

Visit us at

www.rvsforless.net

sub-zero rated
True 4 Season Camper

Avg 30 %
off MSRP

2018 DRV Elite Suites 38RSSA

$182,167

constructed for zero temp
True 4 Season Camper

Avg 30 %
off MSRP

2018 DRV Mobile Suites Aire

$128,900

• Customer-Focused before and after the sale
• Service, parts and accessories for new and used units
• 1st-Timer Training, Full-Timer Experts
• Best Price in the industry on DRV and Heartland Landmark

to see why we are the #1 USA
dealer for DRV 2011-2017,
one of the first Heartland
Landmark dealers and a Top 5
USA dealer for Heartland
Landmark 2005-2017.

Call us at 865-521-9112 or Toll Free at 877-228-6975
We Make Your Dreams Come True

SkyMed ULTIMATE
TAKES YOU HOME TRAVEL PLAN

WHAT WOULD YOU DO
IN AN EMERGENCY?
SkyMed members simply call our toll-free number
and speak to a caring SkyMed representative

24 SEVEN 365.
Escapees RV Club Members Qualify For Association Discounts
Attend A SkyMed Meeting For Details

NO
ONE
DOES IT BETTER

800-679-2020

www.skymed.com

Viewfinder

A TIGHT SPACE

“While traveling with another couple in El Salvador, we parked
among the semi trucks at a gas station. We had to park so
close to each other that we had to share our steps.”
PHOTO BY JOYCE SPACE #61818

“We parked in my daughter’s driveway,
in Kingman, Arizona. We had to dig out
the power cord before backing in.”

Magazine

PHOTO BY JON ANDERSEN #92170
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“Although my friend, Jeff, sold his campground in
New Hampshire, he remains there incognito.”
PHOTO BY JACKIE ANDERSON #108675
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“This tight space was created by following misplaced signs to a lighthouse.
When we finally arrived, we informed one of the guides. He said, “Oh, a lot of
people tell us about that sign, we need to fix that some day!”
PHOTO BY MARK FAGAN #99408

“This photo was taken from the backseat of a rented SUV while
touring at Martha’s Vineyard. The ferry to Chappaquiddick
Island only has room for two or three vehicles.”

Larry Space #61818 in
Zebra Canyon, Utah.
PHOTO BY JOYCE SPACE #61818

BY FRAN SMITH #83749
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“Valley of Fire State Park, in Overton, Nevada.
This is one of our favorite parks and, definitely,
the most challenging site to back into.”
PHOTO BY CATHY BENTON #64041

SHARE YOUR VIEW—A NEW THEME EVERY ISSUE
With each submission, include your name, Escapees membership number, a description of the photo and the name of the photographer, even if
you took the photo. Only a few photos will be selected for each issue. Submissions do not qualify for payment.
ND18 (Due July 10) Retro Camping: Do you like to travel old-school?
Show us a photo of your vintage traveling home.

MA19 (Due Nov 10) Campfire Friends

JF19 (Due Sept 10) Nature’s Hearts: Nature provides the greatest
works of art. Show us a nature-made heart you’ve found on your travels.

JA19 (Due March 10) Strange Places

MJ19 (Due Jan 10) RV Custom Paint

TO SUBMIT PHOTOS FOR “VIEWFINDER,” SEND UNALTERED DIGITAL PHOTOS AS E-MAIL ATTACHMENTS TO VIEWFINDER@ESCAPEES.COM.
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RV Gadget Box

PHOTO COURTESY OF THERMACELL

Thermacell
Backpacker

Compiled by MARK NEMETH #45776, Escapees Technical Advisor

Magazine

I’ve reviewed other Thermacell products,
so when they recently came out with a
new backpacker version, I was interested,
but skeptical, as I don’t backpack often.
However, this may prove to be the ultimate
mosquito solution for RVers as well.
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or those who are unfamiliar with Thermacell
products, the repellent is contained in a replaceable wafer that lasts approximately four hours.
The wafer is heated by a small butane-powered
burner and releases a vapor that creates an approximate
15'x15' mosquito-free zone. The vapor is not offensive to
my nose and is most effective in relatively calm conditions. And, yes, it really does work! We have a hardy
mosquito population in East Texas, and Thermacell is the
most effective repellent product I’ve found. Sprays work,
but I hate the smell and the mess.
The Backpacker is tiny, and comes with its own little
storage bag. It operates on the same small butane
cannisters that other backpacking appliances do (stoves,
lanterns, etc.). Now, that’s great for backpacking, but
here’s why I think it’s an excellent setup for RVers, too.

Thermacell’s other devices use a small disposable
butane cartridge that’s supposed to run for 12 hours,
and the small pads are good for four hours each.
However, the butane and the pads never seem to come
out even for me. I’m always running out of propane, or
swapping partially used pads for new ones. With the
Backpacker, a single eight-ounce fuel cannister will run
it for 180 hours. That will probably last you a whole
season. You buy the replacement pads and swap them
out when depleted. Conveniently, the new pads are blue
and turn white when depleted. The pad is fully effective
until it turns 100% white. I find that I use fewer pads
with the Backpacker and get the most out of them.
Check out my other Thermacell reviews at www.
escapees.com/rvgadgetbox in the outdoor section.
While you’re there, you can browse all of the archived RV
Gadget Box articles.
THERMACELL MR-BPR
BACKPACKER
MOSQUITO REPELLER
Thermacell Repellents, Inc.
26 Crosby Drive, Bedford, MA 01730
866-753-3837, www.thermacell.com
MSRP is $40, but often less online.

SHARE YOUR FAVORITE RV GADGET!
E-mail your innovative RV gadget to techquestions@escapees.com.
A TOTAL SUPPORT NETWORK FOR ALL RVERS
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FIND TERMS, CONDITIONS AND RULES FOR PRODUCT SUBMISSIONS AT WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/RVGADGETBOX.

Tips
Helpful Hints, Ideas and Solutions for Today’s RVer
Read these and other tips online at WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/ARTICLES-AND-BLOGS.
E-mailed submissions can be sent to DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.

Apps for
Safe Travel

A woman began her first solo, long-distance
RV trip in a new class-B motorhome. She told
her family where she was going and when to
expect her to arrive at her destination. Then,
several days into her trip, her sister became
concerned after several unsuccessful attempts
to contact her. After notifying the police and
asking for help on several social-media sites, a
missing-person investigation was opened.

ICE CUBE TRAY
ORGANIZER
A repair project with multiple steps
can be difficult if each part you
remove has different size screws and
bolts. To help in reassembly, I use a
silicone ice cube tray to store the
fasteners as the parts come off.
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I use one cube mold for each step.
I start putting the fasteners in the
upper left spot and make notes
about what part I took off and how
many screws held it in place. When
it’s time to reassemble, I simply
reverse the process. This helps the
project reassemble much easier
than trying to figure out which screw
to use out of a large pile. Unless
you carelessly knock over the whole
tray, its all in one organized place.
I’ll also take a photo at each step
for especially hard, or new, projects.
Tip and photo by Bob McCullough #110158
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Within hours, the woman was found in a
remote section of a national forest where she
was airlifted to a hospital. Reports indicate
that she had a mechanical breakdown and was
found a distance away from her motorhome
with a battery-drained cell phone. She is
recovering from exposure and dehydration. Her dog was also rescued. It
is not known if the postings on social media assisted in her rescue, but it
heightened awareness about safer trip planning.
To minimize risks while traveling, I share my location
with family by using the “Find Friends” app on my
iPhone. They can see where I am within 20 feet of my
location. I also share my travel calendar on Google
with family so they know my schedule. This works for
me because all of my family have iPhones and Gmail
accounts. This would not work if a family had Apple
and Android phones or different e-mail accounts.
I’ve also discovered an app to use with an Android
phone when the rest of the family has iPhones. The app is called “Find My
Family, Friends, Phone,” and the icon is listed as “Life360.” In the Apple
Store, this app has a 4.8 rating from 95,300 users and has been downloaded
to 206,916 devices. The free version allows you to invite family or friends to
view your location in real time. They can view your travel history and even
see how much charge is left of your phone. I tested it with an RVer for several
days, and it proved to be extremely accurate.
The free version, Life 360 Plus, can add crash detection and 24/7 driver
care support in the U.S. only for $2.99 per month, or $24.99 per year. Think
of the crash detection as those devices advertised on TV with the slogan,
“I’ve fallen and can’t get up.” Because this app uses GPS, it is more accurate
than most 911 systems.
I hope to add this information to the Escapees RVers Boot Camp program.
My life goal is to learn something new every day and, when possible, to share
the information with others.
Steve Masterson #95338

Tips

Quick Hitch-up Checklist
It’s easy to find hitch-up checklists that aim to help
prepare an RV for takeoff. However, most of these lists
are generic, exhaustive, all-in-one lists. Often, there are
times when you are on your first RV trip of the season, or
leaving the campground that you stayed at one night, and
an extensive list isn’t necessary. For those times, I created
my own departure checklist that includes an acronym for
when a 50-item list is over the top.

Magazine

When leaving your site, remember the acronym:
SAFETY. It stands for:
S—slide-outs and levelers
A—antennas and satellites
F—family
E—exterior
T—tow vehicle
Y—You’re going to want to double-check
The purpose of this list is not to act as a step-by-step
guide to take off, but rather to double-check that you
have performed the most necessary steps in order to
safely drive away from your site. It assumes you have
already unhooked from any utilities, hooked up tow
vehicles and pulled in the slides, etc.
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SLIDEOUTS AND LEVELERS
The first step I take, after a short RV park stay, is to
bring up any levelers or stabilizers and bring in the
slides. It is the first item on my list because you can’t
take off with these items deployed without damaging
the RV. Physically check the slides, and ensure they are
in and locked. Then check under the RV to ensure the
levelers are up.

A

ANTENNAS AND SATELLITES
Check the roof to make sure your antenna or
satellite is down. Generally, it’s not necessary
to climb a ladder to see the roof. You should be able
to see roof-mounted gadgets by taking a few steps
away from the RV. Most of us have driven off with our
antenna up once or twice in our RV life, and, hopefully,
someone else will spot it and let you know before you
drive too far.
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FAMILY
As you enter the final stages before departure, you
should ensure every member of your party is present. Do a head count of everyone, including pets, and
ensure they are safe, and where they should be, for the
journey. Leaving your spouse behind can offer a funny
campfire story, but it can also make for an uncomfortable drive for at least the rest of the day. It’s wise to tell
any children to stay in the RV at this point. Driving off
without the children can be considered a worse faux pas
than forgetting your spouse!

E

EXTERIOR
At this point, you should be ready to head out.
Take a walk around your campsite to look for trash
or items that may have been forgotten. Move from the
campsite to the exterior of your RV, and walk around it.
Inspect the basement compartments to ensure they are
closed, and check to make sure all your utility hookups
are stowed away. Basically, look for anything that may
be out of place on the outside of your RV.

T

TOW VEHICLE
Make sure the tow vehicle is safely attached. This
applies whether the vehicle is doing the towing or
being towed. If you have a travel companion, they can
help you check to see if lights and signals are working.

Y

YOU’RE GOING TO WANT TO DOUBLE-CHECK
When my wife, Natalie, and I go through this list, we
each do it separately so that we know the list was
checked twice. Before we hit the gas pedal, we recite the
list together to ensure the steps were followed.
Levi Henley #125245
LEVI HENLEY and his wife, Natalie, are a full-time RVing
couple. Together with their three cats and dog, they
travel the country seeking work-camping gigs. They
share their experiences and travel tips online at
www.henleyshappytrails.com.

Tips

Pet First-aid Kit
FOR RV TRAVEL

As full-time RVers, my husband, Erick, and I keep a pet first-aid kit handy in the
event that our pets need minor medical care before we can get them to a veterinary clinic. We boondock frequently and stay in remote RV parks where medical
care may not be available. I’ve compiled a list of supplies for a pet first-aid kit,
as well as additional items recommended by the American Veterinary Medical
Association. I’ve also included items suggested by RVers I’ve met on the road.

Pet First-Aid Kit Supplies

These additional items can also be
useful to keep in your pet’s first-aid kit.
• Tweezers
• Tick removal tool
• Meclizine (Dramamine II, Bonine,
Antivert) for motion sickness:
• For general upset stomach:
Bismuth subsalicylate (Pepto
Bismol in liquid or tablet form),
Pepcid AC, Zantac
• In case of diarrhea: Imodium AD,
metronidazole (by prescription)
• Benadryl for allergic reactions
• Styptic powder or pencil, or
cornstarch to stop bleeding after
nail trims
• Eye drops/eye wash
• Baby aspirin
• Antibiotic cream
• Saline solution for cleaning
wounds
• Antiseptic wipes, lotion or spray
• Cotton balls or swabs
• Non-latex disposable gloves
• Scissors with blunt ends
July/August 2018
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JEANNIE DEES, former teacher and dog trainer, and her husband, Erick Young, have traveled
full-time with their pets since 2015. Jeannie enjoys helping other RVer pet owners online at
TiresAndTails.com and through Facebook groups: facebook.com/groups/tiresandtails and
facebook.com/groups/tiresandtailscats.

Additional Items

ESCAPEES

Medical Records: Include a list of medications and dates of vaccinations.
Add your pet’s veterinarian contact information as well as the Animal Poison
Control Center, phone number (888-426-4435; charges may apply). Upon
arrival in a town, look up phone numbers and addresses of emergency vet
clinics at MyVeterinarian.com and post it where it can be easily accessed.
Extra leash: Keep an extra leash for moving your pet if it can walk without
injuring itself further.
Muzzle: While injured, a muzzle may be necessary to prevent a pet from
hurting you or itself. Items like gauze, a necktie, soft cloth, nylon stocking or
small towel can be used in the place of a commercially made muzzle. Never
muzzle an animal that is vomiting.
Digital Thermometer/Water-based Jelly: Include a fever thermometer.
A pet’s temperature is too high for a regular thermometer. The jelly is to
lubricate the thermometer before insertion. The pet’s temperatures should
only be taken rectally.
Hydrogen Peroxide: A 3% solution of hydrogen peroxide is used to induce
vomiting. Use only after consulting with a vet or the Animal Poison Control
Center. Follow their instructions for dosage.
Wound Care Items: Nonstick bandages, strips of clean cloth or towels and/
or Vet Wrap for wounds that are bleeding or need to be protected.
Adhesive Tape for Bandages: Used to keep gauze wrap or bandages
securely in place around a wound.
Syringe, Baster and Eye Dropper: An eyedropper, turkey baster and/or
large syringe, without the needle, can be used for administering oral medications, inducing vomiting and/or flushing wounds.
Prescription Medications: As a backup, have a few day’s worth of your
pet’s prescription medication available in case you run out. This includes any
pain medication prescribed for your pet.
Stretcher: A board, blanket, towel or floor mat can be used as a stretcher to
safely transport your pet from one location to the next. It can be difficult to
lift large dogs without one.
These items are not a substitution for veterinary care and should only
be used to buy time until your pet can be taken to a clinic. Keep your pet’s
first-aid kit handy and fully stocked. It will give you the peace-of-mind you’ll
need as you travel with your furry friends.
Please keep in mind that cats and dogs cannot always use the same
medications. Consult with your veterinarian before giving any, over-thecounter medications to your pet if meant for humans.
Jeannie Dees #54504

“Keep your pet’s
first-aid kit handy
and fully stocked.
It will give you
the peace-of-mind
you’ll need as you
travel with your
furry friends.”

Tips
“It’s important to seek out the assistance of a
qualified technician if you are unfamiliar with
working on 120/240-volt electrical equipment.”
DIY version of the surgeguard plug.

JELLY BELLY
FACTORY
Along the side of Hwy 12 in California,
in the small town of Fairfield, is the
world‑famous Jelly Belly Factory,
the candy factory made famous by
President Reagan. People from all
over the U.S. and the world come to
tour this famous factory.

Inverter Generators

Magazine

When I recently tried to supply power to my fifth-wheel trailer using a Yamaha
inverter generator, the surge protector indicated a ground fault and the charge
failed. I’ve found this problem tends to be common with Honda and Yamaha
inverter generators.
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Inverter generators use a “floating neutral,” or “unbonded neutral/ground”
and the problem occurs when the surge protector that monitors for a ground
fault doesn’t allow power to the RV. This renders the generator useless.
The solution provided by Progressive Industries is to use the bypass
switch, which, in my opinion, is not an acceptable solution. In bypass mode,
you would still have surge protection but none of the high/low voltage and
miswiring protection.
Surge Guard (Southwire Company, LLC) does not recommend using a
bypass switch and has manufactured a bonded plug that solves the problem.
It consists of bonding the neutral blade to the ground blade with a small
piece of wire and inserting it in the extra 15-to 20-amp, 120-volt receptacle
on your portable generator.
Their part is called a Surge Guard generator neutral-ground bonding
plug model 44400 (photo above). Visit www.surgeguard.com for detailed
explanations and fabrication instructions. Click on “Ask an Expert” or call
800-780-4324 for assistance.
It’s important to seek out the assistance of a qualified technician if you are
unfamiliar with working on 120/240-volt electrical equipment.
Submission and photo by Larry Schubert #132570

Free self-guided tours allow you to
explore the quarter-mile-long walk
above the factory while you view
the candy making below. There
are interactive exhibits and games
along the tour lane as well as free
samples. You can also browse the
Jelly Belly Jelly Bean Art Gallery,
shop the Jelly Belly Candy Store,
dine at the Jelly Belly Café and shop
the Jelly Belly Chocolate Shoppe
and Fudge Counter. They even have
a Chocolate and Wine Tasting from
11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
I took the tour with my grandchildren, and I had as much fun
as they did. It’s an unforgettable
experience.
The factory is located at 1 Jelly
Belly Lane, Fairfield, CA 94533.
You can visit the website online at
www.jellybelly.com, or call 800522-3267. Since this factory is so
close to the Napa Valley and the
California Delta, it is a great place to
visit with your RV.
Bill Oliver, Guest Contributor

Opinions, advice and information contained in “Tips” are offered solely to inform members about matters that may be of interest or helpful to
them. Material is compiled from submissions by Escapees members who do their own research. Escapees RV Club accepts no responsibility for
what is expressed here by any person, group or company. Because of the large volume of material, we may not acknowledge receipt of material.
If accepted, submissions will be edited for magazine style and formatting.
E-MAILED SUBMISSIONS CAN BE SENT TO DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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The highest level of
roadside assistance
for RVers at $99/year.

Premium RV roadside assistance and benefits
Escapees RV Club is proud to bring you Escapees
Roadside Assistance. This program, powered
by SafeRide Motor Club, offers the highest
level of roadside assistance for RVers at an
affordable price: only $99/year!

Towing • 24/7 Tech Assistance
Mobile Mechanic • Jump-starts
Unlimited Service Calls
Mobile Tire Assistance and more!

For more information, call 877-803-3075.

www.escapees.com/roadsideassistance

After

Before

DIY Project

Diamond Shield

REMOVAL
By Bob McCullough #110158

Most class-A motorhomes have a
tough sheet of plastic film applied
to the nose of the RV. This film
is invisible and protects against
small rocks damaging the paint.

T

his covering is called Diamond Shield
or 3M Shield. Both are reliable;
however, these protective shields
eventually lose their shine and begin
to look dull, gray and spotty. My wife,
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Camille, and I also noticed that eventually
rocks will chip the paint right through the
shield. This can begin to happen around
seven years and even sooner. Once the
film becomes old and dingy looking, you
have a few choices on what to do about it.
You can live with it; have it professionally
removed or remove it yourself. After doing
some research, we found that to have it
professionally removed was expensive, so
we decided to remove it ourselves.
We started by reading about the different
techniques and solvents used in the process,

Top: Carefully pull the film
and never allow it to overlap.
Bottom right: The use of
sharp, plastic razor blades
help to avoid damaging paint.
PHOTOS BY CAMILLE MCCULLOUGH
#110158

took what we thought to be the simplest and least toxic,
and we began to work.
Our supplies consisted of a bottle of Goo Gone® Gel,
plastic razor blades, polish or wax, soap, water and rags.
This cost us approximately $12 and a little muscle.
We found that the warmer it was outside and the
more direct sunlight we got on the front of the RV, the
easier the process became. Once the sun heated up
the surface of the film, making it warm to the touch, we
began pulling. Some areas pulled off in large sections
and others in small pieces. We never pulled the film back
overlapping itself, as we read this can cause chips of
paint to come off.
Only pull off what you are willing to finish. Do not let
the exposed adhesive sit overnight and dry. This will
cause it to be much more difficult to remove. Completing
manageable sections at a time kept us from starting
more than we wanted to finish in one sitting.
Once a section of film was pulled off, we sprayed the
adhesive residue with an ample coating of Goo Gone®
and let it sit for a few minutes. Afterwards, the
scraping began.
The plastic razor blades we used never
scratched the paint and, as long as we kept a
sharp blade in the holder, it did an excellent job
of removing the adhesive. It’s important to be
aware—this part is hard work and will take some
“elbow grease.” Spraying a lot of Goo Gone® as you

“It’s unlikely you will complete the
entire project in one day. Some
areas will be more difficult than
others, so take it slow.”
go, and using a cloth to wipe while scraping, will help
speed up the process. It’s unlikely you will complete
the entire project in one day. Some areas will be more
difficult than others, so take it slow.
Once all the adhesive was off an area, we cleaned it
with soap and water, dried it and put on a fresh coat of
wax. We did this over several weeks and only when the
sun was out and the days were warm. The difference was
amazing. It looks so shiny and new, and we feel it was
well worth our time and effort.
CAMILLE AND BOB MCCULLOUGH #110158 have been fulltime RVing in their 2007 Winnebago Itasca Horizon 40FD
since August 2011. They are retired from Orlando, Florida,
where Camille was a firefighter/engineer for the Orange
County Fire Department, and Bob was a deputy sheriff
with the Orange County Sheriff’s Office. Since retiring,
they spend their time traveling the country, hiking, gold
prospecting, paragliding and now skiing.
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Advice for Acquiring

WORK-CAMPING

JOBS
By NATALIE FLORES-HENLEY #125245
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Express employees for the Sugar Beet
Harvest in Western Minnesota

When my husband, Levi, and I
were new to the full-time RV lifestyle, we began trying to learn everything there was to know about
work-camping. The question we
were most concerned about
asking, before seeking this type
of employment for the first time,
was, “Do we need experience?”

W

e found that it is possible to
obtain a work-camping position
regardless of prior work history.
In many cases, professionalism
and reliability can make up for what you may
lack in job experience.
We were lucky on our first round of job
seeking as we had applied to only one
business for the summer, a campground in
northern Nevada. We sent in our resumes
with photos, as instructed by the work ad
we found in Workamper® News, a bimonthly
publication, and waited for a response. After
a brief interview and a few follow-up phone
calls, we were hired. This is not always the
case for novice work-campers.

“There will be many opportunities
to interact with your potential
employer during the application
and job interview process.”
Past and Present Skills

Work-campers must start somewhere. Not
everyone is well-versed in a campground
software program or knows the ins-and-outs
of running a Christmas tree lot from day
one. Work-camping jobs typically include a
week or two of training to learn the ropes.
Employers prefer to hire individuals who
have a general idea of the tasks and possess
some form of prior practice relative to the
job duties.
Work-camper ads include job descriptions
for each position. Review your skills from
past employment experience and crosscheck similar attributes. Emphasize these
qualifications in your resume and during
the interview process. This will show the
July/August 2018 ESCAPEES Magazine
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the interview or forgetting about it is not the
best way to show your dependability.

Positivity and Enthusiasm

Camp hosts at Desert Rose
RV Park in Fernley, Nevada.

employer that you are more than competent
to handle the position, and it is also an
indicator that training may be minimal.

Professionalism and Reliability

There will be many opportunities to interact
with your potential employer during the
application and job interview process. It can
be by e-mail, phone conversation or faceto-face, either in person or by video chat.
Treat each interaction with professionalism
and tact and as if it were your only chance
with the employer.
Be prepared ahead of time. We keep
our resumes, or a list of past experiences,
readily available in case the hiring staff asks
questions about relative work experience.
Also, prior to our interview, we take time to
visit the company’s website and learn all we
can about their functions and policies. If we
have questions about job roles or company
protocol, we jot these down to ask later.
Aside from having our talking points
prepared, we keep our conversations and
e-mails upbeat, answer questions with
specific information as requested and refrain
from using slang terminology and profanity.
With e-mails, we proofread a few times to
avoid simple errors.
Equally important is to show that you
are reliable from the start by returning
e-mails in a timely manner, on the
same day or as requested. And, if
follow-up interviews are scheduled, be
reliable and attend. If a phone interview is scheduled, verify the time zone
so you are prepared for the call. Missing
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Many times, employers are looking for
candidates that simply have a favorable
demeanor. They look for people who are
positive and willing to learn new skills. Staff
members who have a positive energy and
attitude, take pride in their work and are
open to further training on new projects,
make a dynamic team. This spirit reflects
the overarching feel for the company and
radiates positivity to the customers.
Express your enthusiasm for the job on
initial contact with hiring staff. Reiterate
this strategy with interviews and follow-up
appointments. Let them know you are ready
to take on a challenge and learn all you need
to know about your role in contributing to
the company’s success. A willing and able
body is a green light for many employers.

No Experience Needed

There’s no need to be discouraged if
you don’t have a work history. There are
work-camping jobs that don’t require prior
work experience.
AmazonCamperforce (www.work-camper.
com/femp/153589/index.html, 855-9226737) is a popular seasonal job site that
hires hundreds of full-time RVers to work
at select fulfillment centers around the
country during the holiday season. Their
only requirement for applicants is to have
received a high school diploma.
The Sugar Beet Harvest (www.sugarbeetharvest.com, 701-787-5655), in
contrast, does not require applicants to have
a high school diploma, but, like Amazon,
they do require completing an application.
Overall, the best candidates for a
work-camping position are those who have a
general concept of the task or the desire and
drive to do whatever is necessary to get the
job done. They are dependable, positive and
have an eagerness to learn. These attributes
can be communicated to your first potential
work-camping employer (and subsequent
others) long before showing up for your first
day of work.
LEVI AND NATALIE HENLEY are a full-time
RVing couple. Together with their three
cats and dog, they travel around the
country in their 2011 Sunstar Itasca seeking
work-camping gigs. They share their adventures, seasonal job experiences and travel
tips on their website, henleyshappytrails.com.
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Legal Advice
for RVers
STARTING
A BUSINESS
By K. SUSIE ADAMS #134068

I remember watching a TV show
that aired during the 1950s
called, “Hey, Kids, Let’s Put on a
Show,” starring Mickey Rooney
and Judy Garland. Every week
both their families would find
themselves in dire straits, and the
teenagers would have to “put on
a show” to save them. It was quite
exciting to watch them create
this entertainment.

A

s more and more working-age
people begin full-time RVing, a
similar phenomenon is happening.
Many of these RVers head out on
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the road and eventually decide to start up a
new business selling products or services to
fund their travels.
Shortly thereafter, these entrepreneurs
call our law office, Loring & Associates, with
these questions: “We are on the road, have
selected Texas as our domicile and have
created a company selling products and
services. How do we decide whether or not
to incorporate? If we decide to become a
corporation or other entity for our venture,
how do we decide what type and where,
when and how?” For these RVers, they are
now a roving company, and Texas is a great
state to ask these questions.
If Texas is your domicile, you can use
Texas business laws to create your company.
If you decide to create a corporation, you
don’t have to incorporate in the same state

“The sky is the limit when it comes to creating a
successful traveling business. In today’s world, it’s
easier than ever to earn financial income while you
live out your dream of full-time RVing.”

that you claim your domicile; however, it can
help your domicile claim.
Texas has a lot of choices and welcomes
new companies. The place to begin is online,
searching the Texas Secretary of State’s
website and the Economic Development
website, “Go Big in Texas” (businessintexas.
com). These sites are for those who would
like to form a company on their own or if
they simply want to know more about their
choices before seeking legal advice.

Creating Your Vision

On the Texas Secretary of State website,
click on “Selecting a Business Structure”
(www.sos.state.tx.us/corp/businessstructure.
shtml). To choose the right structure, you
need to consider factors that will affect your
bottom line: taxes, liability, management,
continuity, transfer of ownership and how

formal you imagine your business will
become. What is your one-year, three-year
and five-year vision? Who will be a part of
it? Only you, or you and your partner? In
five years, will it look about the same, or
do you envision 50 employees, all full-time
RVers? The vision helps drive all other parts
of the plan.

Parameters for Your Vision

Once you have a vision for the yearly plans,
then consider the structures of the organization. The vision doesn’t have to be complete
when you first imagine it, but it needs to
have parameters. What type of business will
it be? What will it sell? Where is the market?
How do you capture the market? How much
of that market do you need to capture for it
to be worth your time and energy? What is
your incentive? Who shares your dream?
July/August 2018 ESCAPEES Magazine
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Choosing Your Structure

After creating the parameters of this
business, the next step is to choose the
structure or seek the help of professionals
who can help you choose. The choices are:
1) Sole Proprietorship: This is where
a single individual engages in business
activity without any formal organization.
One caveat: If the business is run under
an assumed name, then an assumed name
certificate needs to be filed with the office
of the county clerk in every county where
the business has an office. If there aren’t any
established offices in any county, then you
must file this assumed name certificate in
every county where you conduct business.
2) General Partnership: This is created
when two or more people associate to carry
on a business for profit. Usually, there’s a
partnership agreement under which the
partners operate the business. If using
an assumed name, it must also follow the
assumed name rules mentioned above.
Both the Sole Proprietorship and General
Partnership allow taxes to “flow through” to
the individuals in the partnership and would
be taxed as personal income taxes.
3) Corporation: To create a corporation,
you must file a Certificate of Formation with
the Texas Secretary of State (which you can
file online at SOSDirect). The owners of a
corporation are called “shareholders,” and
the persons running the corporation are
called “directors.” There are several types of
corporations from which to choose. This is
where legal counsel is particularly useful.
(a) The “S” corporation—This is a federal
designation not governed by state law.
To learn more about this designation
and its tax consequences, you need to
review the IRS rules or seek counsel
from a tax attorney.
(b) Limited Liability Company(LLC)—Once
again, to form this LLC, you must file a
Certificate of Formation with the State
Attorney General’s Office. Depending on
how it is structured, it has the powers of
both a corporation and a partnership.
The owners are called “members,” and
their liability is usually limited to their
investment. An LLC can be structurally
flexible and has the advantage of
favorable tax treatment. Usually the
members can enjoy pass-through tax
treatment like partners in a partnership.
However, the new tax laws have hinted
that some pass-through companies
will be treated in a different manner,
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including professional companies where
the members are lawyers, doctors
or accountants. Therefore, please
familiarize yourself with the new tax
laws or check with legal counsel and an
accountant in order to keep abreast of
the changing rules.
(c) Limited Partnership–A Texas partnership of this nature has one or more
general partners and one or more
limited partners. Once again, this
partnership must have a certificate of
formation filed with the State of Texas,
but the partnership agreement itself will
not need to be filed with the state.
(d) Limited Liability Partnership—To limit
the liability of the partners, this is often
selected as the best option, especially
for professional organizations. It limits
the liability of general partners.

Types of RV Businesses

So, now that I’ve outlined the possible structures of your business, the real fun question
is what type of business might one run from
the road? Because our law firm is located
at the headquarters of Escapees RV Club, in
Livingston, Texas, we meet full-time RVers
every day who are eager to start a business
or who are already working with one.
In an ad hoc survey, there are many types
of RV businesses. An example is traveling
nurses who choose to live the full-time RV
life because they are sent from one end
of the country to the other. I’ve heard of
a college professor who taught online and
could live anywhere, so she set up shop as
her own separate corporation. Many others
create homemade goods on the road and
then sell them at trademarts across the
country. When asked what would be an
excellent company for full-time RVers, one
man suggested hair stylist or barber since
this type of service is not always readily
available on the road.
The sky is the limit when it comes to
creating a successful traveling business. In
today’s world, it’s easier than ever to earn
financial income while you live out your
dream of full-time RVing.
K. SUSIE ADAMS has been a lawyer for over
30 years, spending 15 of those years as a
trial lawyer. She also taught legal writing
at the University of Houston Law School.
From 2011–2016, she was executive director
of Childrenz Haven, the Child Advocacy Center of Polk
County, Texas. Susie and her husband, James Frost,
reside in Livingston, Texas.
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Ching Fu and Jerud Crandall
are outdoor enthusiasts
who travel full-time in their
fossil-fuel-free RV, “The
Toaster,” powered 100
percent by solar panels.
Follow their travels at
www.livesmallridefree.com.
PHOTO BY CHING FU

The Walmart parking lot seemed
like a perfect place to park for a
couple of nights. Their RV’s new
lithium-ion batteries were ready
for pickup nearby; they needed to
run several errands and they had
check-ups at the dental practice
across the street.

C

hing and her partner, Jerud, could
see other RVs parked along the
perimeter, but they didn’t assume it
Overnight Parking
was okay for them to do the same.
Resources
Before getting comfortable, the savvy fulltime RVers called the store management to
Escapees Days End
receive their approval.
Directory
“When I called and asked to speak to the
Comprehensive listing of free
manager,
the employee who answered the
and low-cost (under $20)
phone
asked
why,” said Ching. “I explained
campgrounds and other
that I was requesting permission to park
places to stay overnight.
Contains places not found on in their lot for two nights. She told me that
other websites and available there was no need to speak to a manager
only to Escapees members.
since RVs are allowed to stay overnight. She
daysenddirectory.com
even told me specifically where to park.”
Satisfied with their due diligence, they
Escapees RV
found a good spot, unhitched the truck
Discussion Forum
and kept a low profile until checking into a
Boondocking Tips
nearby RV park.
Learn the ins and outs of
One week later, they had a few practical
free overnight RV parking.
matters
to wrap up before leaving town and
Discover new locations,
returned to the Walmart for an overnight
get the insider’s scoop
from other RVers and
stay. They parked in the same place,
share your experiences.
unhitched and went about the day’s errands
www.rvnetwork.com/foand appointments. Only this time, things
rum/13-boondocking
didn’t go as planned when they returned
mid-day to check on their dog, Tyki.
FreeCampsites.net
“We walked up to our RV, ‘the Toaster,’ to
Directory of free places to
find
its tires chained together, along with a
camp and stay, including
letter
taped to the outside,” she wrote in her
many off-the-beaten-path
blog,
LiveSmallRideFree.com.
“This was the
locations. freecampsites.net/
last
thing
we
expected.
We
received
permisovernight-rv-parking/
sion to park there and had spent two nights
Overnight RV Parking
without any issues a week ago.”
This subscription-based
All around the U.S., city governments
service is also available as
and big-box stores are feeling the heat from
a smartphone app. www.
overnightrvparking.com

Walmart Locator
Learn which Walmart
locations do not accept
overnight guests.
www.walmartlocator.com/
no-park-walmarts
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local residents who are actively opposed
to overnight stays in retail parking lots and
on local streets. From Roseburg, Oregon,
to Minneapolis, Minnesota, and even north
to RV-friendly Anchorage, Alaska, municipalities that once looked the other way at
overnight campers now have parking bans
in response to complaints about everything
from derelict RVs to litter to violence.
Ching and Jerud understand that they
represent all RVers when they occasionally
stay in retail parking lots. Their unique RV is
exceptionally distinctive, so the couple takes
extra measures to ensure they follow the
rules and make a positive impression. But, at
that particular Utah Walmart, even their best
effort wasn’t enough.
The store employee who gave them
permission was unaware of the store’s ban

“From town to town, rules about overnight parking
vary, but there is one thing that never changes:
The RVer’s Good Neighbor Policy. This is the best
way to sleep well wherever you park for the night.”
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Preserve the privilege of overnight
parking. Follow the code and
encourage others to follow it, too!
Overnight Parking Etiquette

RVER’S GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY
Dear Fellow RVers,
The Good Neighbor Policy was created in the early 90s by Escapees RV Club. Since then, it
has become the industry standard code of conduct for overnight parking. We hope that the
Good Neighbor Policy serves as a reminder that RVers must be respectful of the communities
they visit.
Some of the most respected RV consumer clubs have joined Escapees to support your
privilege to park on private businesses’ property overnight under the following code of
conduct:
Industry-sanctioned Code of Conduct
(RVers’ Good Neighbor Policy)
1. Stay one night only!
2. Obtain permission from a qualified individual.
3. Obey posted regulations.
4. No awnings, chairs or barbecue grills.
5. Do not use hydraulic jacks on soft surfaces (including asphalt).
6. Always leave an area cleaner than you found it.
7. Purchase gas, food or supplies as a form of thank you, when feasible.
8. Be safe! Always be aware of your surroundings and leave if you feel unsafe.
If your plans include touring the area, staying for more than one night, or necessitate
conduct not within the code, please relocate to a local campground. It’s the right thing to do!
Most of the complaints lodged regarding RV parking on business parking lots have to do
with aesthetics and perceived abuse of the privilege. There are a variety of competing
interests that were balanced to arrive at this industry-sanctioned code of conduct. As you
can see, the code of conduct is nothing more than an RVers’ “Good Neighbor” policy.
Not following the code has serious consequences and is detrimental to the rights of all
RVers. Already, some municipalities have passed ordinances to prohibit parking on private
business property overnight.

on boondockers. She directed them to
park far from the store’s poorly placed “no
overnight parking” signs, so the couple never
saw the warnings. Their one-night stay was
enough cause for the local towing company
to slap on the chains. Officials demanded
$150 on the spot to remove the chains, and,
begrudgingly, the couple paid the fine so
they could move on. However, in subsequent
conversations, store management admitted
to the couple that they looked the other
way when their memorable RV was parked
in the lot one week prior. That’s when Ching
advocated for a full refund of the fine until
management acquiesced.
“The entire process was extremely frustrating. I spent a lot of time on the phone
calling various people,” she said.
It’s safe to say that all of us would rather
spend our time seeking adventure than
fighting a Goliath like Walmart. With more
people than ever living in homes on wheels,
either because they want to or they have to,
it’s up to responsible RVers to ensure that
the general public is left with a positive
impression wherever we decide to park.
From town to town, rules about overnight
parking vary, but there is one thing
that never changes: The RVer’s Good

Neighbor Policy. This is the best way to
sleep well wherever you park for the night.
You’ll find a copy in every Escapees magazine issue (see page 88), which makes it
convenient to cut out and share with anyone
who violates it.
The Walmart parking incident hasn’t
caused the adventurous duo to skip
overnight parking stays in retail lots, but
they now go a few steps beyond the Good
Neighbor Policy to ensure they don’t relive
their previous hassle.
“I make sure to write down the name of
the store manager who gives us permission,
in case I need to refer back to it,” Ching
explains. “I double-check how long I’m able
to park overnight and exactly where they
want me to park. I will also ask if it’s okay to
unhitch our truck from our rig and make sure
the retail store won’t tow it away because
it’s an “abandoned” vehicle. We check all the
boxes before we park overnight.”
JIM NELSON, RENE AGREDANO
and their dog, Wyatt, are enjoying
their 11th year as full-time RVers and
location-independent entrepreneurs.
Their adventures are chronicled at
LiveWorkDream.com.

Please do not take offense to this letter; it is only provided as a reminder that RVers must
be perceived as good neighbors or there will be more pressure to institute state, county
and local ordinances to prohibit parking on private business property.
We wish you safe and happy travels,

Download a copy of the RVers’ Good Neighbor Policy at www.escapees.com/rv-advocacy

The Good
Neighbor Rules
are Simple:
Stay one night only.
Obtain permission from a
qualified individual.
Obey posted regulations.
No awnings, chairs or
barbecue grills.
Do not use hydraulic
jacks on soft surfaces
(including asphalt).
Always leave an area
cleaner than you found it.
Purchase gas, food or
supplies as a form of
thank you, when feasible.
Be safe. Always be
aware of your
surroundings and leave
if you feel unsafe.
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NEW AND IMPROVED, EASY-ACCESS RV EDUCATION

DELIVERING ALL THE
ELEMENTS OF RVERS’ BOOT
CAMP
AND MUCH MORE.
In online classes led by expert instructors,
students learn about these RV-related topics:
• RV Basic Systems
• Hitch Up
• Tire Safety
• RV Driving
• Propane Safety
• Motorhome Towing
• RV Electricity

• RV Intermediate Systems 1 & 2
• Weight Management
• Personal Safety
• Fire/Life Safety
• Towable RVs
• Water Safety/Maintenance
• Domicile

MORE CLASSES ADDED REGULARLY!

ONLY

$79

ster TODAY!
Regi

Did you know students who completed
RVers Online University may qualify for
a discount on their RV insurance?*
Find out how you can take part in this educational experience.

WWW.RVERSONLINEUNIVERSITY.COM

For more information,
visit www.escapees.com/education
*Disclaimer: Discount may only be applied if account
has not already reached maximum discounts allowed.
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The MORryde SRE 4000
replaces the above equalizer
and bolt assembly that sits
between the hanger at the
top and the two sets of leaf
springs on either side.
First things first:
jack up the trailer and
remove the wheels.

T

o make matters worse, we boondock
extensively, so we often take our
trailer down bone-jarring dirt roads.
We’ve become accustomed to
arriving in a campsite and finding everything
inside our trailer toppled over.
Our trailer was built on a traditional
leaf-spring and shock-absorber suspension
system, and even though we’ve kept it within
its gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR), the
original 7,000-lb leaf springs failed twice
within a seven-year period. On the advice of
trailer-suspension specialists, we upgraded
our leaf springs to 8,000 lbs., which have
held up well. However, the bumpy ride in our
trailer became even more bouncy on these
stiffer leaf springs.

“To smooth out our ride, we replaced
the standard equalizers that sit
between the leaf springs with
MORryde SRE4000 equalizers. What
an incredible difference that made!”
50
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To smooth out our ride, we replaced the
standard equalizers that sit between the leaf
springs with MORryde SRE4000 equalizers.
What an incredible difference that made!
MORryde is known for its high-end IS (independent suspension) system, which replaces
a trailer’s entire conventional axle/leaf-spring/
shock-absorber suspension with an axle-less,
rubber-based system that many people swear
by. However, the SRE4000 is a much smaller,
simpler and cheaper upgrade that replaces
the trailer’s equalizers but leaves the rest of
the suspension system intact.

What Is an Equalizer?

If a trailer didn’t have a suspension system and
the axles were attached directly to the trailer
frame, all the jolts from bumps in the road
would be transferred from the axles right up
to the trailer frame. A leaf-spring suspension
system consists of two stacks of bow-shaped
steel strips (leaf springs) that are installed on
the ends of the axles with U-bolts, and the
ends of the leaf springs are connected to the
trailer frame via hangers. When the trailer’s
wheels go over a bump, the weight of the
trailer compresses the leaf springs, lessening
the lurch. Bumps in the road are absorbed by
the leaf springs rather than jarring the trailer.

This “after” photo shows
the five connection points
between the trailer frame
and the axles. During the job,
the axles must be supported
when the center attachment point is removed.
The jacks were removed
and the trailer stood back
up on its own wheels.

“Making a change to a trailer’s suspension can
change the height of the trailer from the ground.
Since we frequently drive on rough and deeplyrutted terrain, we like our trailer frame to ride high…”
In a tandem-axle trailer, there is a pair
of leaf springs on each axle. Looking at
the side of the trailer, there is a set of leaf
springs for each wheel. These leaf springs
are attached to the trailer via hangers at the
furthest forward and furthest aft endpoints
and in the middle between the two wheels. If
the center hanger between the wheels were
attached directly to the two leaf springs,
every time the forward wheel rolled over a
bump, the rear wheel would “feel it,” too.
An equalizer, which is a W-shaped series
of elbow joints that rides between the leaf
springs, allows the wheels to take on each
bump independently, by rocking back and
forth as the wheels roll over rough terrain.
The MORryde SRE4000 expands the role
of the equalizer. In addition to rocking back
and forth like a conventional equalizer, it has

We measured the trailer
height off the ground both
before and after the MORryde SRE4000 installation
and were pleased that it
raised it over an inch.

four inches of vertical travel provided by a
rubberized system, so it absorbs the bumps
and drops rather than transferring each jolt
to the trailer frame.

MORryde SRE4000 Installation

The installation is straightforward and an
easy job for a do-it-yourself mechanic.
However, unless a trailer is equipped with a
hydraulic leveling system that can support
it’s weight, two floor jacks are required to
properly raise it off the ground. Since we
don’t have floor jacks and our trailer has
conventional electric landing jacks and
manual stabilizing jacks, we went to Rucker
Trailer Works in Mesa, Arizona, to have a
technician do the work. With three expert
mechanics working on our trailer, we were
in and out of the shop in less than two hours.
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The first step was to jack the trailer up on
the factory-recommended trailer frame jack
points in order to remove the two wheels on
one side. This revealed the five points where
the trailer frame is connected to the two
Cost to Upgrade
axles: the three hangers (forward, middle
The cost of the MORryde
and aft) and the two shock absorbers. The
SRE4000 with the X-Factor entire leaf-spring assembly is held together
cosssmeber is slightly under by the equalizer. Once an old equalizer is
$400, and the Heavy-Duty
removed, the middle ends of the leaf springs
Shackle Kit adds around
will drop, expanding the shock absorbers to
$100 to the cost of the
their full length (sometimes even further),
parts. Labor rates vary
potentially damaging them. Therefore,
across the country, but a
a floor jack was slid beneath each axle
quality trailer repair shop
should be able complete the to support it after the old equalizer was
removed. The floor jacks keep all the bolt
installation in a few hours.
holes in position, making it easy to install
MORryde SRE4000
the MORryde SRE4000 without any strain.
Product Information:
The next step was to remove the bolt that
www.morryde.com/products attaches the equalizer to the center hanger.
(search suspension system)
Once the bolt was removed, the four bolts
attaching the two leaf-spring ends to the
equalizer were also unscrewed, allowing the
complete removal of the equalizer. Now the
mechanics were ready to install the new
MORryde SRE4000 equalizer.
The MORryde SRE4000 system can
be purchased with an optional wet-bolt
assembly they refer to as a heavy-duty
shackle kit. Wet bolts have a Zerk fitting, so
they can be greased easily to reduce wear
on the brass bushings. There are five bolts:
one in the middle that attaches the equalizer
to the hanger and four that attach the ends
of the leaf springs to the equalizer. Using
a C-clamp to hold the MORryde SRE4000
equalizer to the center hanger, the mechanic
inserted the top bolt through the top hole
in the MORryde equalizer and tightened it,
effectively suspending the equalizer from
the center hanger. Then the other four bolts
were inserted and tightened.
With the new equalizer fully installed, the
trailer wheels were remounted, and the floor
jacks were lowered to stand the trailer back
up on its own wheels. Then, the mechanics
repeated the procedure on the other side
of the trailer to install the other MORryde
SRE4000 equalizer.
Making a change to a trailer’s suspension
can change the height of the trailer from
the ground. Since we frequently drive on
rough and deeply-rutted terrain (as well
as going up and down the steep ramps
leading in and out of gas stations), we
like our trailer frame to ride high off the
ground. We measured the height of our trailer
both before and after the installation of the
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MORryde equalizer, and we were pleased to
find that the new equalizer raised our trailer
by 1.25 inches. Although this means a slightly
higher first step to get in and out the door
of our trailer, it also means we are much less
likely to drag the back end if we drive over a
steep dip in the road.
Besides the optional heavy-duty shackle
assembly, the MORryde SRE4000 can also
be purchased with an optional X-Factory
Crossmember bar that goes between the
leaf-spring hangers on either side of the
trailer. This adds rigidity to the trailer frame
by providing much needed lateral support.
The crossmember is expandable, allowing
for variable trailer widths. It comes in two
pieces, one that slides into the other to
achieve the correct length, and it bolts onto
the frame, alleviating the need for welding.
As part of our previous trailer-suspension
upgrade, we already had a steel bar welded
onto our trailer frame, so we did not need
to install an X-Factor crossmember from
MORryde. Otherwise, we would have
included that as part of our installation.
After our first towing trip of a few hundred
miles on variable roads, we were absolutely
thrilled to find that the tidying up we used
to have to do, as part of setting up camp
in a new location, was no longer necessary.
Items we used to find toppled over were now
standing upright when we arrived. The large,
jumbled mess we’d almost given up on in
the far rear cabinets of our trailer was now
neat and orderly, even after driving down a
bumpy road that was so bad we had to drive
under 10 mph most of the way. A bonus
is that everything in our trailer will now be
subject to a lot less wear and tear.
Reading many positive reviews about the
MORryde SRE4000 is what led us to making
the decision to install it. However, it was only
when our own rubber met the road that we
could evaluate if the rubberized system and
the added travel made much difference.
Without a doubt, I can say we are extremely
happy with our decision to upgrade to a
much smoother ride.
EMILY AND MARK FAGAN have traveled fulltime since 2007, crisscrossing North America
in a 36-foot Hitchhiker fifth-wheel trailer. For
nearly four of those years, they also cruised
the Pacific coast of Mexico in a 44-foot
sailboat. You’ll find over 800 pages of RVing and
travel tips and adventure stories on their website,
RoadsLessTraveled.us.

Texas

South Dakota

Everyone needs a

Florida

Home base

With service in Texas, South Dakota or Florida, the top three states for
most RVers, Escapees Mail Service can help you establish domicile in
a place that meets your financial, medical and legal needs and receive
mail anywhere in the world.

Full-time RVers often face unique legal challenges based on their lifestyle. Regulations that are easily met if you
live at a fixed address can be major hurdles for someone who lives full-time in their RV. With over 35 years of
knowledge and experience, Escapees RV Club provides services to meet the unique needs of full-time RVers.

MAIL SERVICE
www.escapees.com/mail-service | 888-757-2582

Since 1985, Escapees mail-forwarding service has
been assisting full-time and part-time RVers with all
their mail forwarding needs. As a licensed commercial mail-receiving agent, Escapees provides the
largest, most economical service for RVers in the
nation. You will enjoy being greeted with friendly,
personal attention every time you call.

A guide to successful

FARMER’S
MARKET

Shopping
By EVANNE SCHMARDER #65409
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If I asked you to close your eyes
and picture a perfect summer
day, what would you see? In my
world, it always includes food.

B

ut not just any food. I’m talking lush,
vine-ripened produce, freshly picked
and bursting with bright colors and
intoxicating scents. Food begging
to be prepared as simply as possible and
shared with friends, al fresco. Picture
colorful carrots, sliced into a cumin-seed
side dish, ripe peaches mixed into a fresh
butter lettuce salad or red peppers, sweet
as candy, dipped into a homemade garlicky
lemon hummus.
If you’re like me, everything tastes better
if it has a story. Maybe that’s why I love
shopping at farmer’s markets. As I peel
the carrots, dice the peaches or mince the
garlic, I reflect upon the farmers and sellers,
the hard work that went into growing and
harvesting my food, and the interesting personalities I came across as I chose the items
to buy. Knowing the backstories, enjoying
the hustle and bustle of a busy market and
savoring local flavors makes everything taste
that much better.

(Not) Always Organic and Local

It’s no surprise that farmer’s markets conjure
up visions of healthy, nutritious bounties.
In our minds, that might also mean organic.
Unfortunately, becoming “USDA-certified
organic” is a long, complicated and costly
process. While not officially organic, many
farmers utilize organic farming techniques,
avoiding chemical fertilizers and insecticides,
for natural methods. You’ll often find that
organic-style farming is in an artisan farmer’s
DNA. If this is important to you, ask the
farmer about their growing process. They’ll
be glad to discuss it.
Some markets you’ll encounter are
certified growers (or farmers) markets.
Others are simply produce markets. What’s
the difference? A certified growers market
requires the sellers to grow what they
sell and gives shoppers an opportunity to
connect with the people that grew (or had a
hand in growing) the food.
A produce market looks lovely but can
include resellers. I found an example of this
while shopping in Florida. As I strolled the
market, I got the distinct feeling that the
sellers stopped at Publix on their way over.

Lastly, we shop a farmer’s market
because we want fresh local produce. Use
your common sense. A Montana farmer’s
market stall selling grapefruits in July almost
certainly did not grow those locally. If they
look great and that’s what you enjoy eating,
go for it. I do. But don’t fool yourself into
thinking there’s a magic citrus grove in the
Rocky Mountains.

How to Master a Market

There’s a certain art when it comes to
shopping a farmer’s market. Luckily, with a
little know-how, everyone can become an
expert, mastering the skills that help make
the most of the outing. Use this 15-point
ultimate farmer’s market guide; head out to
a local market for a fabulous food adventure
and prepare to indulge in an abundance of
farm-fresh riches.

Before You Shop

• Research to find what is grown locally and
in season in your current location. Most
items will be familiar, but you might find a
few surprises.
• Using that knowledge, think of a few
dishes you’d like to prepare using the
fresh produce. Leave room for a wildcard,
an unexpected ingredient you might find.
• Decide your budget in advance. I typically
bring $30 and spend every cent. If you’re
planning on buying meat, dairy or artisan-jarred goods, you’ll need a bit more.
• Check your cash stash. Be prepared to
pay with small bills and change.
• Gather a few reusable bags to bring to the
market. If you expect to make big purchases (a flat of strawberries for making
jam or a watermelon), consider bringing a
rolling bag.
• Arrive early for the best selection and
the least crowds; arrive later for a lesser
selection, but potential price cuts.

At the Farmer’s Market

• Walk the entire market upon arrival before
you buy. Look at the booths, produce and
prices. This will give you better insight to
what’s freshest and plentiful, and what you
may want to buy before they sell out.
• An exception to the above rule is that
often farmers will have a “seconds” box,
with still-fabulous produce, but ripe and
ready or slightly damaged. These items
are sold at significantly reduced prices
and sell quickly.
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Cumin-scented
Farmer’s Market Carrots
1 bunch (appx 4–5) medium-sized carrots
1 tsp cumin seeds
3 T extra-virgin olive oil
3 T water
1 large clove of garlic, minced
salt/pepper to taste
Peel and slice the carrots at an angle, about a
quarter-inch thick.
Gently crush the cumin seeds (using a mortar
and pestle, or a rolling pin and Ziploc bag).
Place them in a large sauté pan with cover.
Using medium heat; dry toast the cumin seeds
until they become fragrant. This step should
only take a couple minutes. (Be careful not to
burn the cumin seeds.)
Add the olive oil, water, carrots, garlic and
a little salt and pepper.
Cover the pan, reduce heat to low and
cook until the carrots have softened slightly,
about 10 minutes, stirring frequently.
Taste and adjust salt and/or pepper.
Serve warm or room temperature.

• It’s easy to get carried away, so be
realistic and only buy what you’ll use.
Remember, items can appear much
smaller outside of your RV kitchen.
• Look for ripeness as it relates to your
meal plan. If you aren’t making a dish for a
few days, will the fresh ingredients keep?
National Farmer’s
• Availability can turn on a dime based on
Market Week
weather, demand, etc. If there’s something
The annual National
you really want, buy it now; don’t wait
Farmer’s Market Week will
until next week.
be held August 5–11, 2018.
• If you are unsure about ripeness, ask.
This annual event, sponsored
Refrain from squeezing or rough handling
by the U.S. Department of
of the merchandise. No one wants to buy
Agriculture, celebrates the
bruised produce.
prosperity and community
•
Commit to trying at least one new fruit or
built around farmer’s
vegetable
each time you visit a farmer’s
markets, local farmers and
market.
Ask
the farmer for advice on
good food. For more
the best way to store and use it.
information, visit
farmersmarketcoalition.org.
You’ll love it or not, and you will have
expanded your horizons.
• Haggling is typically frowned upon.
It’s not a flea market. This is how the
farmers support themselves.
• Soak in the atmosphere. Look around,
take photographs (with the permission
of the farmers), people watch and have a
bite or a beverage. Make it an experience
that you’ll remember.
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Memories and Souvenirs

RVing allows us to be in new locations and
experience new flavors, exposed to new
ideas and meeting new people. In my RV
kitchen, there’s nothing like bringing home
my bounty and eating like a local, even if I
have moseyed on to the next RV stop.
Once an ingredient becomes a favorite,
you’ll always have that “where I first tasted
this” reminder. Walk down memory lane,
amuse your dining companions with the
sights and stories of market day and rest
assured that you can always experience the
flavor of a place at the local farmer’s market.
View menus as memory makers and simple
dishes as souvenirs. That’s how I roll.
EVANNE SCHMARDER is sure she got the
wanderlust bug from her grandparents. In
2000, she and her husband, Ray, set off on
their own adventure, in search of a sunny
place to settle down. Eighteen-plus years
later, they’re still roaming the country, sharing
interesting destinations and cooking up delicious
RV kitchen recipes in their popular RV TV series,
RVCookingShow.com.

Gas/Electric Kit for Your

RV FURNACE
GAS OR ELECTRIC
at the Flip of a Switch
Endorsed by

"RV Doctor"
Endorsed by

"Trailer Life
Magazine"

425-408-3140
www.rvcomfortsystems.com
Do you own a Norcold or Dometic fridge?

If you want reliability and
safety, you want the ARP.
Our patented ARP Control
introduces a new level of reliably
and safety for your RV fridge by
automatically controlling boiler
temperature, thereby helping
to prevent fridge failure and
catastrophic fires!

3 months into ownership of our rig we had a height related
accident. At a fuel stop, we cleared the stations overhead going
into the fuel island, but there was a road grade change that altered
the clearance height. We
hit the overhead as we
Deb & John Bylinski
pulled out . . . we brought
Heartland Owners
the damaged rig to our
dealership.
Club, Northeast

A Small Investment Yielding
Huge Returns—Your Safety!

www.arprv.com

406-494-1959

The GiraffeG4 System
would have prevented it!
GiraffeG4.com 1-877-543-1087

REPLACEMENT

INSURANCE
By BOB ISBELL, Insurance Agent, RV Advantage
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As an insurance agent for FCIS insurance in Forest
City, Iowa, I have worked in a variety of roles in the
RV insurance industry for the past several years.
This has provided me with opportunities to become
deeply involved in many facets of the RV industry, as
well as the insurance industry.
In this article, I’ll offer a perspective on topics sensitive to almost all RV owners:
1) how to determine the value of your RV,
2) options for insuring your RV, based upon its value.

I

will focus predominately on insuring
class-A, B and C motorhomes, and also
include towable units, such as travel
trailers, fifth-wheels and mounted truck
campers. Unusual or unique recreational
vehicles, such as bus conversions, extensively customized or homemade RVs, must be
rated on an individual basis.

Determining the Value of Your RV

Knowing your RV’s value is essential to
understanding what type of insurance to
purchase. It is also necessary to ensure
you will receive the settlement you
expect in case of an accident or total loss.
Unfortunately, for RV owners it is not always
easy to sort through the misinformation
surrounding this topic.

Actual
Cash Value
to Total Loss

“So, how does the average consumer
sort through the insurance jargon
to be confident you have purchased
coverage to meet your needs?”
RVs are frequently the second largest
investment someone will make in their
lifetime, after the purchase of real estate.
Realistically, and with rare exception, RVs
depreciate as they age. To make matters
worse, as time goes on, the cost of buying a
comparable new RV continues to increase.
Let’s assume you purchased a new or
used RV, and you have owned it for a couple
of years. You have spent time and money
and have formed memories with loved ones
July/August 2018 ESCAPEES Magazine
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Glossary of Terms
Actual Cash Value/
Stated Value*
The most common loss
settlement option and is
suitable for most RVs. In
the event of a total loss
of the RV, the settlement
amount is the current
market value of the RV
at the time of loss. This
coverage may state a
value, which is generally
the maximum settlement
available, but this value is
not guaranteed. See your
policy contract for details.
Agreed Value*
A guaranteed loss settlement that pays the value
shown on the policy in
the event of a total loss.
The settlement amount
is agreed upon by both
the insurance company
and the policyholder in advance. Additional approval
or documentation may be
required. See your policy
contract for details.
Total Loss Replacement/RV Replacement
coverage*
A loss settlement option
generally available to
purchasers of new RVs
to protect against the
effects of depreciation.
Coverage typically replaces the insured RV in the
event of a total loss with a
new comparable RV in the
current model year.
*For each policy, see your
contract for details.
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in your home-away-from-home. As a result,
an emotional bond is not unusual, and it is
sometimes difficult to separate emotions
and think of your RV in monetary terms.
However, your RV is only worth what someone else is willing to pay for it.
To determine the RV value, ask yourself
what someone else “might” realistically pay
for your RV if you sold it. No idea? You are
not alone, but you are not without resources.
To determine your RV’s value, begin by
identifying the year, make, series and floor
plan or model number. Your unit’s floor plan
or model number is often easily identifiable
on the exterior of the RV or located on the
manufacturer’s placard affixed to the vehicle
in an inconspicuous location.
When determining model year on motorhomes, refer to your vehicle title or the
manufacturer’s placard. The vehicle identification number (VIN) is typically associated
with the its chassis and often a different year
from the motorhome, so the VIN should not
be used to determine model year.
Next, consider any additions or features
on your RV that were either optional from
the manufacturer or additions that were not
available at the time of manufacture. An
original “window sticker” or manufacturer’s
build sheet is useful in this regard. Make
note of these additions, as they will play an
essential part in determining your RV’s value.

NADA Guide’s Free Resource

The NADA Guide’s website is an excellent
free resource. (www.nadaguides.com) On
this webpage, click the orange “Start Here”
button. Select your manufacturer (if you
do not see yours, use the dropdown at the
bottom). Select the model year and narrow
down your choices by selecting your type
of RV. You should now see a list of potential
matches. I recommend leaving the “Show
Specs” toggled-on as this can help narrow
your results by showing the RV length, type
and number of slide-outs.
Once you have identified your unit, click
on the link that represents your RV. The
next page asks you to enter your zip code.
If you choose not to share this information
or are not a U.S. resident, you can select the
“Check if outside the US” option.
Before a value is determined, the final
page allows you to enter your RV mileage
(gas motorhomes only) and select optional
equipment on your RV. The website will
provide information about what equipment
came standard on your unit. Only include
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optional equipment, or equipment that was
not available from the manufacturer. Do not
include standard equipment items, such as
awnings, that have been replaced through
regular maintenance. While this may increase
desirability, this system is to provide a range
of values based on RV condition.
Once completed, navigate to the next
page. The website will present you with the
manufacturer’s suggested new retail price
for your RV, as well as current low retail and
average retail values. This should give you a
fair idea of your RV’s current value.

RV Trader and Other Online Resources

As a second check or additional verification, you can look at listings of similar
units for sale on www. rvtrader.com or in
other periodicals. These listings can be an
excellent source of information. However,
remember that the advertised selling price
often includes room for negotiation.
Congratulations—you should now have a
general idea of the fair market value of your
RV. This process also loosely follows the
process used by an insurance claims adjuster
to determine your RV’s value in the event of
a total loss.
Now let us talk about how to insure your
RV and what coverage is appropriate.

Actual Cash Value and Stated Value

The most common way to insure an RV is
with an “actual cash value” or a “stated value” policy. For this article, these coverages
are essentially the same. On a stated-value
policy, the value shown on the policy is used
to calculate the premium, as well as set the
maximum payment, under the terms of the
policy. However, this does not guarantee you
will receive this value if the RV is determined
to be a total loss. Loss settlements under
a stated-value policy generally mirrors an
actual-cash-value policy. The exception is
that the insurance company’s limit-of-liability
is stated on the policy. An actual-cash-value,
or stated-value policy, is perfectly suitable
for most common RVs if they are only a few
years old. Be sure that, if a value is being
stated, it is approximate to the value you
determined for your unit.

Insuring for Agreed Value

If your RV is rare, unique or has been extensively renovated or customized, an “Agreed
Value” policy is right for you.
Unfortunately, an agreed-value policy is
typically more expensive, offered by fewer

insurance providers and frequently requires
additional approval or documentation. Do
not be surprised if you are shopping for
an agreed-value policy and you are asked
to obtain a certified vehicle appraisal at
your expense. RV appraisal services are
readily available and can sometimes provide
appraisals without an on-site inspection.

Total Loss Replacement

RV replacement coverage, or “Total Loss
Replacement” coverage, is a staple of the RV
specialty insurance industry and is readily
available to those who purchase a new RV
for the first one to two years of ownership. If
you bought a used RV, or your purchase was
more than two years ago, availability for this
coverage becomes limited. RV replacement
coverage is generally designed to provide
additional protection for buyers of new RVs
against the effects of rapidly depreciating
values within the first several years.
This coverage works by ensuring that, if
the insured RV is destroyed, it is replaced
with a comparable new RV, or funds are
made available to replace the RV with a
comparable new vehicle. How this coverage
works varies slightly from one insurance
company to another, but the intent is the
same: protection from the effects of depreciation for new RV owners. These policies are
often based on the original purchase price
of the RV or the manufacturer’s new vehicle
suggested retail price. Because the cost of
the new RV is used to rate the policy, and
there is an additional coverage benefit, the
cost associated is typically higher for this
coverage as well.

Your Best Option

So, how does the average consumer sort
through the insurance jargon to be confident
you have purchased coverage to meet your
needs? I recommend collaborating with an
insurance agent you can trust who also has
a depth of experience with recreational
vehicle coverage. Most insurance
agents have the best of intentions
for their customers.But even the
most well-intentioned agents may
simply not have access to appropriate
coverage or enough experience with
RVs to provide correct coverage. Don’t
be afraid to ask an agent how the coverage
would work if your RV were to be declared a
total loss.
Make sure the insurance proposal reflects
the coverage described. Terms used earlier

in this article may vary slightly between
insurance carriers, but they should be
similar. Any settlement option, other than
actual cash value or stated value, should be
readily visible and easily identifiable on your
insurance proposal. If the insurance proposal does not clearly indicate the settlement
option, the coverage being proposed is likely
actual cash value or stated value. Finally,
do not hesitate to obtain a second opinion.
A reputable insurance agent will be eager
to help you. The agent may even be able to
explain differences between the insurance
proposals or between your existing coverage
and what is being proposed.
An important step to a healthy RV
lifestyle is insuring your RV in a manner that
provides peace of mind.

MEMBER
DISCOUNT

Escapees RVers Boot Camp
and RVOU participants receive
a discount through FCIS. For
more information, visit www.
rvadvantage.com/escapees
or call 800-331-1520

www.RVAdvantage.com/Escapees

BOB ISBELL has been an insurance agent
for 22 years, serving RVers as an RV
Insurance specialist, national marketing
representative and senior underwriter.
In 2017, his passion for the RV insurance
industry took him to Forest City, Iowa,
and FCIS Insurance where he has found
kindred spirits. FCIS insurance services has
been helping RV owners with their insurance needs for
over 40 years. We offer a broad spectrum of insurance
coverage options in 48 states. For information, call 800331-1520 or visit www.rvadvantage.com/escapees and
discover your RV Advantage®.
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A CHANGE IN

PERSPECTIVE
By KERENSA DURR #115527

What did you think it would be
like when you hit the road? For
my husband, Brandon, and me,
we had grand ideas of visiting all
sights the U.S. had to offer, and
maybe Canada and Mexico, too.

W

e’d visit our families who are
spread out across the country
and a few far-flung friends. We’d
be a pair of adventurers crossing
North America on our time and on our own.
We didn’t give too much thought to how
much we might change once we were out
there living in our RV.
When we started planning for our fulltime journey, we were excited by all the
destinations that we could call home. We
immediately made a goal to go to Key West
before the summer heat set in and experience the Keys. The call of places we’d never
been was strong and one we wanted to
answer. After all, that’s what got us interested in full-time RVing. We wanted to live high
in the mountains that were hard to reach by
plane and scuba dive in the St. Lawrence
62
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River, which connects the Great Lakes to the
Atlantic Ocean. Our vision was limitless.
We also looked forward to spending time
with family and friends who did not live
nearby. This included everyone since all our
families lived in different states. Our first
stop was an extended visit with Brandon’s
family, including our niece and nephew who
had previously only seen us for up to five
days at a time. Otherwise, we thought we’d
mainly have each other for company while
we traveled. We were wrong.

Making Friends

It wasn’t only us out there living the RV
lifestyle, and we immediately began making
friends with other full-time RVers. We were
surprised at how many people we met our
first year. When Xscapers was born and we
began attending convergences, our RVing
friends grew exponentially. We hadn’t
realized how much this would enhance our
travels. At the chance of sounding a bit
jaded, the excitement of visiting every place
starts to gradually wear off. However, we
still love traveling somewhere new, and I
never get tired of seeing a beautiful sunset
vista. It’s only that, after seeing hundreds
of Joshua trees, they start to seem normal

“Sometimes it’s not
about the destination
but the people who
will be there.”

and lose their “wow” factor. Take where you
live, for example. Someone visiting may
think the area is incredibly beautiful, or that
your town is interesting and idyllic. To you,
it’s simply your home and you drive through
it every day, without a second thought. In
familiar surroundings, we all become a bit
complacent.
So, is there a solution to this problem
on the road? Does it mean it’s time to stop
traveling and settle down in one spot? Not
for us. Although we’ve toyed with the idea
of having a place to park for a few months
at a time, the idea of getting off the road
altogether does not appeal to us. We still
have places on our bucket list to visit. But
more so, we have people to see.

Sharing the Experience

All those people we’ve met on the road
have become friends that we like to meet up
with again on shared routes. Sometimes
it’s not about the destination but the
people who will be there. We may have
visited the same patch of desert a
few times already, but we’ll go back if
we’re meeting friends. We may choose
to stick around camp and enjoy the
company or even try a new experience

together. They may know of a trail we
haven’t explored or a new place to eat.
If it’s their first time to an area we know,
it’s fun to experience it through their eyes.
It’s like getting to see it for the first time
again. We’re happy to share some of our
favorite places with friends and enjoy their
reactions. Even if everyone in our group has
been to a location before, it’s a different
experience when shared with others.

Xscapers Annual Bash 2018.
Imperial Sand Dunes,
Winterhaven, California
PHOTO BY WILLIAM TRINKLE #127874

A New Perspective

Knowing we can look forward to these
gatherings of friends puts our travels in a
new perspective. We may change our route
because Xscapers is planning a convergence
hundreds of miles away! It’s totally worth
it in our minds. We still want to travel and
see the world, but we also want to have our
friends along for the ride.
KERENSA DURR and her husband, Brandon
Hatcher, took to the road in January 2014
to travel and work in their RV while helping
others get on the road at RVtoFreedom.
com. You can find them every day in their
Facebook group RVtoFreedomGroup.
com or catch up with them at Escapees
or Xscapers events.
July/August 2018 ESCAPEES Magazine
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DUANE AND JEAN MATHES #115955
Escapade Directors
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Tucson, AZ

MEMBER
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Pima County Fairgrounds

Tucson, Arizona
March 17–22, 2019
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REGISTRATION INFORMATION AND FURTHER DETAILS
AVAILABLE SOON IN ESCAPEES MAGAZINE AND ONLINE!

www.escapees.com/escapade
or call 888-757-2582

PHOTO BY BROCK BRINKERHOFF #131442
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A Message From The Board
Happy 40th Birthday, Escapees

L to R: Shawn Loring, Cathie and Bud Carr, Travis and Melanie Carr
and Teresa Moore. PHOTO BY BROCK BRINKERHOFF #127874
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When the Escapees RV Club was founded,
the movies, Grease and Star Wars were
showing in theaters, the Bee Gees’ song,
“Stayin Alive,” topped the charts, a set of
ladies’ corduroy overalls cost $22 and a
gallon of gas was only 63 cents.
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T

he year was 1978 and July 4 was set as our
official birthdate. While 1973 saw the invention of
the first cell phone by Motorola, it would be 1983
before the first model was available to the public.
Communication for the first Escapees members was only
via a five-page newsletter, written by Kay Peterson, that
included contributions from her husband, Joe, and their
RVing friends. This newsletter was the humble beginning
of Escapees RV Club and Escapees magazine. Through
this publication, Escapees became a bonded community
of people sharing the RVing experience.
Sharing experiences creates powerful emotional
bonds that leads to lasting friendships. In addition to
sharing common experiences, in a true community
everyone can influence the group. Every club member
is important, and we sincerely hope you know that your
voice matters to us and to other fellow Escapees.
Today, we are proud of that five-page, humble newsletter that has grown into an award-winning magazine.
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Our publication stays true to its roots by featuring
many articles, tips and photos contributed by you. The
advent of the Internet has given us the ability to share
information on an infinite scale. You can connect with us,
and each other, on our forums and social media pages:
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and RVillage. We are
always only a button-click away. Even our education programs, RVers Boot Camp and RVers Online University,
are heavily influenced by the issues you face and the
topics you care most about.
Your ability to influence the group extends beyond the
sharing of information. The community is strengthened
when you gather together and share the RV lifestyle.
Escapees works hard to host events such as HOPs,
convergences and Escapades to provide an opportunity
for you to visit with old friends and make new ones, and
we rely heavily on your comments and suggestions to
help us design those events.
If you need more contact with community, chapters
and BoF groups provide you with the ability to tailor
your community experience. If you haven’t found a
group that suits you, what better way to influence the
community than starting your own chapter or BoF.

Throughout our 40-year history, Escapees
has helped over 140,000 families successfully pursue the RV lifestyle, and we grew
this community while maintaining a certain

MEMBER SECTION
set of values. As we look toward the future,
we reaffirm our commitment to those values with the following set of promises:
• We promise to be honest in everything we do. We will
always put what is right, and most beneficial for RVers
and our Escapees family, before seeking to become
larger or more profitable.
• We promise to always remain inclusive. Your race,
religion, political views, income or type of RV you drive
are irrelevant. If doesn’t matter if you are a weekend
camper or a full-time RVer. If you have a passion for travel and respect for others, you will always be welcomed
with an Escapees hug and have a place to call home.
• We promise to seek out new services and benefits
without jeopardizing our values or moral compass,
while providing a welcoming and friendly experience
from Escapees staff.
• We promise to continue the long history of protecting
your rights and advocating on behalf of all RVers.
• We promise to preserve Joe and Kay Peterson’s
legacy and to carry their torch that will lead the way
for the RV industry.
We hope you find that your shared experiences with
Escapees have led to lasting friendships, that your voice
matters to the group and that you have truly found your
community. Lastly, we promise to maintain our caring
and sharing attitude and to keep community as the
heart and soul of Escapees RV Club.
Escapees RV Club Board of Directors

ADVOCACY UPDATE:
NATIONAL PARKS SURVEY
Currently, there are 59 national parks (417
sites operated by the National Park Service
[NPS]), and there is approximately $12 billion
in backlogged maintenance negatively affecting the health of the parks, campgrounds,
roads and the overall visitor experience.
Consequently, our national parks and campgrounds,
built in the Eisenhower era, are falling into a state of disrepair. Sadly, these NPS campgrounds have been closing
over the years due to lack of funding and resources,
and the U.S. Congress has consistently failed to allocate
enough money to repair and improve these parks.
Recently, we polled your opinions regarding how best
to improve the National Parks System, to let your voices
weigh-in on an on-going conversation between industry
groups on whether to use a combination of federal
funding and public-private partnerships to fund the
maintenance backlog. Because there are positives and
negatives to that proposed solution, and the National
Parks System is sacred ground to so many of us in this
community, we turned to you for guidance. We had 2192
respondents. Below, is a synopsis of that survey:

72%

of you voted for us to advocate for the use of public-private partnerships to help repair and improve NPS
services, infrastructure and RV campgrounds, in conjunction with the
federal government funding the maintenance backlog.

98%
57%

of you agreed that national park campgrounds need
to be repaired, updated, reopened and/or modernized.

22%

of you noted that
you prefer to stay
at a private park when visiting a
national park.

THE MAJORITY

Stay Tuned!

Ten years ago, a time capsule was buried at Rainbow’s End. We
will unearth that time capsule for our 40th anniversary and
publish our findings in Escapees magazine and on social media
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and RVillage). We plan to bury
another time capsule for future Escapees to find.

63%

of you stated that you would be willing to spend $21–$40
for an overnight stay at a renovated or updated national
park campground.
Thank you to everyone who responded to our survey.
Your voices matter. And, while we cannot fight every
advocacy issue, nor will we win every fight, we will
always endeavor to advocate for your rights as RVers.
July/August 2018
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of you agreed that
building more RV sites,
widening and lengthening the existing sites and making improvements
in day-to-day upkeep of campgrounds should be the priority of the NPS.
Interestingly, improvements to WiFi/high-speed Internet, improved
online reservation experience and modernization of visitor centers
scored as relatively low priorities.

ESCAPEES

of you indicated
that you prefer to
camp at the national park you are
visiting; whereas,
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BIRDS OF A FEATHER

Escapees Special Interest Groups
Escapees Birds of a Feather (BoF) groups share lifestyle interests. Expand your talents and share your knowledge.
Whether you are a beginner or an expert, you are welcome.
Alternative Medicine: Newsletter about, but not limited to, herbs,
vitamins, dietary ideas, natural healing, attaining and maintaining
health. I also send BoF Extras and Bits&Pieces. Free e-newsletter. Send
SKP# and e-mail address to CLTORNS@aol.com. Please include BoF
or Escapees in the subject line. Carol Torns #21855. 2216 Leisure
Ln, Wauchula FL 33873.

Escapees Elk • C-BoF: You must be a member of a BPO Elks
Lodge to join. Meet at Escapades. (The BoF isn’t a lodge.) To
join, send $6 per year (checks payable to Escapees Elk BoF). To be
directed to an Elks lodge, send SASE to Membership Chairman, 230
Rainbow Dr., #13071, Livingston, TX 77399-2030. Visit www.escapees.com/escapees-elk-bof

Amateur Radio: Newsletter is $5 for three issues. Published January,
May and September. Include name, amateur radio call sign, if licensed,
SKP #, spouse’s name, address, check and e-mail address, to Forrest
Clark, KC9YMH, SKP #110995, 411 Walnut ST., PMB #10903, Green
Cove Springs, FL 32043.

First Responders: This group is for law enforcement, fire, EMT and other first responders who want to camp as a group for fun and fellowship.
Donald Fredericks: sq320ret@yahoo.com or 707-953-4346.

Bikes, Boots ’n Paddles: Casual group (no dues/no newsletter) for
those who like to read about or participate in cycling, walking and hiking
and/or paddling activities. Meet at Escapades and informal gatherings
or simply share experiences online. Share routes, trails, locations,
equipment and photos. Facebook: “SKP Bikes, Boots ’N Paddles BoF.”
Nancy Cullinan: nancullinan@gmail.com
Boomers: Casual group (no rules/no officers/no cost) for those who
have a youthful mindset. Members enjoy hiking, beading, biking,
reading, 4-wheel drives or just sitting around the campfire. Monthly
e-newsletter, Facebook and Yahoo! groups provide opportunities to
share the RVing experience. Impromptu gatherings pop up several
times a year. Send your name and SKP# to boomerBoF@gmail.com.
Boondockers: Casual group (no dues) enjoying the dry-camping
lifestyle. Bimonthly newsletter lists rendezvous. (Dry-camp spots not
listed.) Stan/Mikki Vincent, subscription coordinators; Darryl and Judy
Wilson, editors. Judy Wilson, wilsonjudwil@aol.com to join.
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Buffs: Buffs like to think of themselves as the Birds withOut Feathers
BoF. This group is for SKP members who enjoy wholesome social
nudism. On our Yahoo! groups website, read reviews of nudist campgrounds, receive answers to questions, read our newsletter, locate
nudist campgrounds who offer discounts to Buffs, see who might
be camping near you and get involved in discussions. No cost to
join. E-mail pamelapelc@yahoo.com. Include SKP# and reason for
wanting to join.

ESCAPEES
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Christian Fellowship: The Christian Fellowship BoF is a gathering of
Escapees believers drawing together to form a mobile church-without-walls for fellowship, fun, worship, spiritual growth and serving
communities. We pray for and encourage one another, while not
focusing on denominationalism. Meet at Escapades and Christian
Fellowship BoF rallies. Visit www.cfbof.com. Membership is free. For
rally information, contact Allen Ferguson at fergizmo@thefergs.com.
Computers: For all computer users—PC, Mac, Linux. Info is exchanged
by e-mail. To subscribe to the general or the PC newsgroup, e-mail
ComputerBoF-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. Contact Tom McIlwain,
6003 Main St., Center Valley, PA 18034. To subscribe to the Linux
sub-newsgroup: ComputerBoF-Linux-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
DOVE (the Doves) • C-BoF: Hurricanes, tornados, floods, fires,
disasters rarely give us notice when they will happen. The time
volunteers give is crucial. When finances are at crisis levels in many
organizations, the American Red Cross needs all the volunteer time
(and money) we can give. Join the DOVEs and partner with the Red
Cross to fill real needs. We’ll help train and pair you with the right
disaster response activity, to satisfy your desire to help others and to
provide life-sustaining assistance. For info, visit wwww.dovebof.org or
contact Brian Houser at president@doveBoF.org (210-268-3931) or
Jodi Scales at membership@doveBoF.org. Yearly dues: $10
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Friends of Bill W: This group meets at Escapades and other Escapees gatherings. There are no dues or fees. Find a meeting or stay in
contact with each other while traveling. Contact Noble or Cyd, 238
Rainbow Dr., #13852, Livingston, TX 77399-2038. 404-578-0864.
noblecyd@reagan.com. To join this group, you will need a Facebook
account. Search for Cyd Wise (Livingston, TX) and send a friend request
to be added to the group.
Full-time Graduating Class: For those who have graduated from
part-time to full-time RVing. Informal group/no newsletter or officers.
Correspondence is via the Escapees Discussion Forum. Join your class
by visiting the forum at www.rvnetwork.com, select “Graduating to
Full-Time” and year of your class.
Genealogy: AKA SKP Genies. This group is all about friendship and
family history. Our quarterly newsletter has BoF news and educational
articles on researching techniques and sources. SKP Genies Magic (a
rally and research trip hybrid) is held annually. Time-sensitive information and advice are shared via a Yahoo! group. Contact Albert Taylor
at skpgenies@gmail.com or SKP Genealogy BoF, 142 Rainbow Dr.,
#4228, Livingston, TX 77399-1042.
Geocache: The Geocachers BoF provides a link enabling members to
be in touch with other SKP geocachers, share geocaching information,
learn from others and discover if other SKP geocachers are nearby.
The BoF hosts an annual multi-day rally in the Quartzsite, Arizona, area
in late January, featuring morning seminars and afternoon caching
outings. Communication is via Facebook or e-mail. No dues or fees.
To join, contact Sue Pace, at skpgeocacheBoF@gmail.com. Include
your e-mail address, name(s), SKP #, phone # and, if you have one,
your geocaching handle.
Jammers: Our goal is to enable members to share interests in
music by jamming (playing music together, where members take
turns selecting songs). The jammers will include musicians at all
levels, singers and listeners. The types of music will include, but
are not limited to, old-time, gospel, Celtic, ’60s and ’70s folk
and contra dance music. Members will keep in touch by e-mail
and social networks such as the Escapees Forum. Meetings will
occur at Escapades, music festivals, Escapees parks and other
locations wherever it is convenient. Contact Dave Schroeder:
oldfolkjammer@gmail.com
Line Dancers Unite: Join for free to find line-dancing classes, rallies
and special events while you travel. Members contribute information
on a city-by-city basis. Also available are websites that feature linedance class locations and special events. No dues or newsletters. To
sign up, visit RVillage.com, click on “Groups” or “Search” and enter
“Line Dancers Unite.” In the left column on the Group homepage, click
“Join.” To read posts, click “Group Forum” at the top of page. Contact
Margo Armstrong: Margo@TheMaxwellGroup.net
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NOMADS: Mission volunteers and individuals who travel with a purpose. A ministry of the United Methodist Church, specific to RVers who
wish to be involved in Christian service. Membership not dependent
on church affiliation. Regular projects are three weeks, nationwide.
Disaster rebuild projects may be one week or more. Parking (including
water, electric, dump) is furnished. A current projects list is posted on
the NOMADS Website, and is visible to members of NOMADS only,
but with nationwide sites. To join NOMADS: 866-466-6237 or visit
www.nomadsumc.org.
Penwheels: Quarterly newsletter inspires, encourages and assists writers in all styles of writing, published or not. Join our
new group forum at RVilllage.com. Sign up for free. Then, click
search or groups, and enter “Penwheels” in the search field.
Click “join group” to post. Send your Escapees membership number to Joanne Alexakis (joalexakis@earthlink.net) to add your
name to the e-mail newsletter list. Contact Penwheels editor at
margo@themaxwellgroup.net.
Pet Lovers: For people who love animals. All pets welcome. Our
bimonthly (even months) electronic newsletter contains pet-related
information and stories submitted by our members. Informative bulletin alerts; pet questions welcome. To subscribe, send name/contact
info to Julie at dogs@tailsfromtheroad.com, or call 970-729-2946.
Prospecting and Metal Detecting: Share tips and information. To
join our Yahoo! group SKP-PandMD, contact Ken Parsons by e-mail
rwsp606@gmail.com. Roster and yearly newsletter. By e-mail, $5;
mailed, $15 a year. We get together yearly for a week of prospecting
and fun. Make checks payable to Peggy Devine, Treasurer, 2121 E
Kennan Way, Pahrump, NV 89048. kokopeggi@gmail.com
SKP Freethinkers: The focus of this BoF is information, support and
community for atheists, agnostics, skeptics and all those who reject
supernatural belief. This BoF serves as a virtual meeting place and
forum for like-minded SKPs. We have a Website with a forum, newsletter and private Facebook page. Media in electronic/membership
is free. Visit www.skpfreethinkers.com or contact Howard Replogle at
howardreplogle@SKPfreethinkers.com.

SOWERs (Servants on Wheels: Ever Ready) A nondenominational
ministry of born-again believers. We combine our love of RVing and service to our Lord as we volunteer to work with other Christian ministries
throughout the U.S. and Canada. From our listing of approved ministries,
we choose the projects and months we work. www.sowerministry.org.
Square Dancing: For information on this group, contact Chuck and
Ruth Osborn, 281 Southline Rd., Galway, NY 12074. Call 518-8590734 or e-mail RUSmiling2003@yahoo.com.
Stonewall: Welcomes all gays, lesbians, bis, trans and their friends.
An informal group, we gather at Escapades, at Pride events and
at Quartzsite, Arizona, in January. Communication is online, so we
can meet each other as travels allow. Free to join/no newsletters,
just good times with great people! Contact Paul Wood at braveradventures@yahoo.com.
The SKP UTV/ATV BoF: A group of like-minded people who like
to ride their UTV/ATV. If you have an UTV/ATV and like to ride
responsibly while discovering different places to camp and ride,
we are the group for you. Open to all Escapees members in good
standing. No dues. Contact: Carl Holttum: carlholttum@gmail.com
or carlholttum@yahoo.com
Woodcarvers on Wheels: This group meets annually at North Ranch,
in Congress, Arizona, for a week-long workshop of carving, pyrography
and more. We enjoy gathering at Escapade and anywhere else our
paths may cross. Sharing ideas, patterns, hints and articles related to
anything wood. To join, send your name, address, SKP# and $5/year
to John Ely, 3213 W. Main #279 Rapid City, SD 57702. Newsletter
sent three times a year. Contact woodcarversonwheels@gmail.com.
Worldwide Travelers: We offer information about independent
or RV travel in countries around the world other than North America. Information is shared through tips and travel reports. Free
monthly e-newsletter. To join the Worldwide Travelers’ BoF group,
send your name, SKP# and e-mail address to Kathy Howe at
wwtnews@gmail.com.
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NEW SKP Wheels of Progress: Politically engaged moderates/
progressives committed to constructively addressing public policy at
every level of government. By establishing relationships with like-minded
SKPs, we facilitate personal meetings. We strive to broaden our understanding of issues, policies and candidates for public office. We seek
ways to strengthen our communities, nation and world by using our
influence to bring about positive change. We use a closed Facebook
group to connect and meet when we can. No charge for membership.
To join, send SKP# to Larry Butler at techcfo@yahoo.com.
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SKP Photographers: For all photographers, casual to serious. Our goal
is to help members have fun with photography and to improve their skills
through our free online newsletter, meetings at Escapades/rallies and
in-the-field photo outings at interesting locations. To join, visit www.skpphotographers.com. Lou Petkus: loupet@gmail.com or 630-750-7291.

SOLOs • C-BoF: A group for single Escapees. Must be a current
member. Membership, $10/year. Three newsletters per year,
member-hosted gatherings and pre-Escapade rallies. Send check,
payable to Escapees SOLOs, with SKP#, mailing address, interests/
hobbies, e-mail and phone number to Escapees SOLOs, 1970 N.
Leslie St. #556, Pahrump, NV. 89060. SOLOs@escapees.com.
www.escapees.com/solos-bof

C-BoF (Certified BoFs): Check the “Events Calendar” for a listing of group activities. For additional details, call their voice mail: 888-757-7701
plus extension—Christian Fellowship x8084, DOVE x8083, Escapees Elk x8082, SOLOs x8080). Look for the NEW! notice that signifies a new BoF
has formed! BoF correspondence, questions and magazine listing updates should be sent to BoF Coordinator, Lockie Sailer, 100 Rainbow Drive,
Livingston, TX 77351-9300, faxed to 936-327-4388 or e-mailed to BoF@escapees.com.
ALL UPDATES MUST BE IN WRITING (TYPE, FAX OR E-MAIL) AND RECEIVED BY THE 10TH OF ODD-NUMBERED MONTHS. INCLUDE YOUR MEMBERSHIP NUMBER.
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Let’s Get Together!
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A WORD FROM
OUR GROUP DIRECTOR
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57

Indicates that an Escapees Head Out
Program event is taking place at this
general location during 2018.
See pages 10–11 for more information.

LOCKIE SAILER #130519, Chapter Director

As we sail into the hot summer months, plan now to visit fantastic fall
festivals that are coming soon.

One must-see festival is the International Plowing Match and
Rural Expo that will take place in Chatham-Kent, Ontario, Canada,
September 17—22, 2018. It is described as the “mother of all county
fairs” and is hosted by Chapter 18 Maple Leaf as part of their fall rally
(www.escapees.com/chapter18). Check out all of the exciting Escapees
events taking place on the events calendar on page 72.
E-MAIL CHAPTERDIRECTORS@ESCAPEES.COM TO START A CHAPTER IN YOUR AREA.
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Visit www.escapees.com/chapters and
click on the chapter of your interest.
You can view details about a chapter,
join a chapter and pay chapter dues, if
applicable. Yes! It is that easy.
As you travel, we invite you to get to
know Escapees in your area. Call us for
details and let’s get together.
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CALLING ALL CHAPTERS
Escapees Regional Groups

Contact the chapters’ voicemail, 888-757-7701 plus extension, for rally and luncheon information. See the map for a chapter near you.
CHAPTER
NUMBER

CHAPTER
NAME

CHAPTER
PRESIDENT

PHONE
NUMBER

E-MAIL ADDRESS
+ EXTENSION #

888-757-7701

1

Golden Gate

Kathy Guerrera

408-314-1858

kathyguerrera@yahoo.com

8001

2

Rocky Mtn. High

Linda Gilmore

303-349-8845

president@rockymtnhiskps.org

8002

3

Northeast

Mike Keliher

207-446-7536

mikekeliher5090@gmail.com

8003

5

Evergreen

Ron Hough

425-218-2839

escapeeschapter5@gmail.com

8005

6

Great Lakes

Judy Woodham

989-233-3073

knjwoody@yahoo.com

8006

8

Mexican Connection

Cynthia Ponder

919-606-1156

cynacat@gmail.com

8008

9

Oregon Trails

Rick De Young

541-580-3790

rrdeyoung@gmail.com

8009

10

Rainbow Chapter

Gene Jensen

936-355-1785

genejensen88@gmail.com

8010

11

Alamo Area SKPs

Ken Dixon

210-218-7656

kennethdixon01@att.net

8011

12

North Central

Ron Nelson

507-259-7528

ron.nelson@q.com

8012

13

El Camino

Joe Costigan

951-452-2998

granpajoe37@gmail.com

8013

14

Lucky Rollers

Phil Darling

603-686-6185

wheel4home@yahoo.com

8014

17

Ozark Chapter

Alvin Baker

918-740-4263

bakerskp17@gmail.com

8017

18

Maple Leaf

Howard Krakower

613-829-3587

hk@zed.net

8018

20

Mid Atlantic

Frank Simon

304-947-7689

pinoakfrank@yahoo.com

8020

21

Arizona Saguaros

Stuart Dutcher

520-403-1062

dutch1062@msn.com

8021

22

Van Islanders

Jeremy Knapman

250-248-9492

jbknapman@telus.net

8022

209-304-2483

24

Gold Nugget

Jackie Friday

fridaymj@att.net

8024

25

Shanty Shakers

Wayne and Lynn Selden 619-890-5383

shantyshakers25@gmail.com

8025

26

Gulf Posse

Cushman Phillips

770-312-8871

cushman@cbphei.com

8026

29

Carolina Rovers

Craig Rickenbach

803-372-2998

carickenbach@aol.com

8029

32

Verde Valley

Jeanne Nielsen

253-514-3680

beadyrags@yahoo.com

8032

33

BC Okanagan SKPs

Kim Gurry

250-320-0630

gurry@telus.net

8033

34

Columbia River SKPs Michael Surratt

503-667-0819

mrat1945@frontier.com

8034

Merle Cockayne

440-823-6214

gulleyjumper0208@yahoo.com

8036

541-659-7208

perrykathryn4@gmail.com

8037

38

Mother Lode

Rob Cannon

209-605-4716

rcannon55@me.com

8038

39

Wash-Pan

Bev Allenbaugh

509 925-3297

photogal@fairpoint.net

8039

41

NYSKPS

Marilyn Woodside

908-377-7765

lynhw15@gmail.com

8041

42

KEN/TENN

Paul Reed

731-574-1045

paulreedjr1960@gmail.com

8042

44

Alberta Roamers

John VandenBerg

403-328-0147

chapter44rvclub@gmail.com

8044

45

Valley of the Sun

Ed Allard

480-213-8096

edrdnalice@gmail.com

8045

46

Lincolnland

John Liggett

217-257-4880

jrliggett@gmail.com

8046

47

Nor-Cal Gypsies

Nancy Voyles

530-357-4762

tsrnan@aol.com

8047

49

Badger SKPs

Ken Cerling

608-219-6239

cerlingconstruction@gmail.com

8049

51

Hoosier Neighbor

John Kereszturi

574-360-8226

kereszturi@sbcglobal.net

8051

52

Arkansas Diamonds

Don Tannehill

501-410-8950

tannehilld@sbcglobal.net

8052

57

Florida Sun Gators

John McKean

941-627-9823

57jmfl@gmail.com

8057

For more details about a chapter, visit www.escapees.com/chapters.
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Erie Shores

Rogue Valley Rovers Kathryn Perry
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EVENTS CALENDAR

Join us at one of these rallies or National events!
• Call the voicemail phone number (888-757-7701) + extension for specific directions to events.
• September/October deadline: July 10. The “Events Calendar” is reserved for chapter, certified BoF groups and National events. All submissions must be in writing.
• E-mail submissions to editor@escapees.com, or mail submissions to Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351.

DATES

LOCATION

HOST CHAPTER			

888-757-7701
EXTENSION #

02-06

OR

Medford, Southern Oregon RV Park

37

8037

03-06

OR

Sutherlin, Timber Valley SKP Co-Op

09

8009

08-12

OR

Astoria, Clatsop County Fairground

34

8034

08-13

NY

New York City and the Hudson River Valley HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

09-13

MN

Two Harbors, Burlington Bay Campground

12

8012

12-15

TX

Elmendorf, Brauning Lake RV Resort

11

8011

12-16

CA

Fortuna, Riverwalk RV Park

47

8047

16-20

CA

McCloud, McCloud RV Park

24

8024

16-20

WA

Elma, Elma RV Park

05

8005

26-29

MI

Ludington, Mason County Fairground

06

8006

31-Aug 05

OR

Bandon, Bandon by the Sea

37

8037

09-13

OR

Prospect, Crater Lake

47

8047

11-16

MN

Howling with the Wolves! Outdoor Adventure HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

12-16

OR

Odell, Hood River Fairground

34

8034

13-17

AB

Canada, Delburne, Great Bend School

44

8044

13-19

OH

Wooster, Wayne County Fairground

36

8036

15-19

ME

Hermon, Pumpkin Patch RV Resort

03

8003

20-24

WA

Grayland, Kenanna RV Park

05

8005

02-08

CO

Colorado Outdoor Adventure HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

05-08

OR

Florence, Odd Fellows Campground

09

8009

04-09

CO

Pagosa Springs, Blanco River RV Park

02

8002

Magazine
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07-09

BC

Canada, Sicamous, Dale and Lyn Wood’s acreage

33

8033

09-13

OR

Florence, Oddfellows RV Park

34

8034

12-16

CA

Hat Creek, Hereford Ranch

47

8047

72

12-16

CA

Hat Creek, Hereford Ranch RV Park and Cpgrd

37

8037

13-16

NY

Alexandria, Swan Bay Resort

41

8041

16-23

MA

Fall Foliage Cruise HOP—Canada/New England

HOP/National

855-757-8881

17-21

CA

Santa Rosa, Santa Rosa County Fairground

01

8001

17-21

CA

Temecula, Lake Skinner

25

8025

17-21

WA

Cle Elum, Whispering Pines RV Park

05

8005

19-22

MI

Escanaba, County Fairground

06/49

8006/8049

22-27

NV

Wells, Welcome Station RV Park

Escapees Christian Flwshp BoF

8084

24-27

CA

Rio Vista, Duck Island RV Park

38

8038

24-28

AZ

Willow Beach, Willow Beach Harbor Campground

14

8014

AUGUST 2018
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MEMBER SECTION

FOR XSCAPERS EVENTS
SEE PAGE 80.
DATES

LOCATION

HOST CHAPTER			

888-757-7701
EXTENSION #

OCTOBER 2018
04-07

SC

Cleveland, Palmetto Cove

29

8029

05-14

NM

Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

07-11

OR

Tygh Valley, Wasco County Fairground and Hunt RV Pk

34

8034

08-12

AZ

Prescott, Orchard Ranch Resort

25

8025

10-15

OR

Florence, Judd Huntington Elks

37

8037

15-19

AZ

Cottonwood, Verde Valley Fairground

32

8032

15-19

TN

Rockville, Parke County Fairgrounds

51

8051

18-21

TX

Center Point, Old River Road RV

11

8011

22-26

LA

Vidalia, River View RV Park

26

8026

22-26

CA

Merced, Elks Lodge RV Park

38

8038

25-29

CA

Corning, Heritage RV Park

47

8047

02-11

CA

Death Valley, Sunset Campground

Escapees Christian Flwshp BoF

8084

05-09

FL

Bushnell, Paradise Oaks RV Resort

57

5057

09-11

TX

Livingston, Rainbow’s End, RVers Boot Camp

National

888-757-2582

20-25

CA

Los Banos, Spring Fairground

01

8001

26-30

CA

Los Banos, Spring Fairground

38

8038

CA

Pasadena, Rose Parade HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

15

AZ

Quartzsite, Plomosa Road MM3, Escapees Happy Hour

National

888-757-2582

12-18

AZ

Quartzsite, MM2.3 Plomosa Road

Escapees Christian Flwshp BoF

8084

Escapees Elk • C-BoF

NOVEMBER 2018

DECEMBER 2018
27-January 3

JANUARY 2019

Quartzsite, Plomosa Road, MM3

Tampa, Florida State Fairground, Florida RV SuperShow Escapees Booth/Koca

888-757-2582

8082

17-20

TX

Fredericksburg, The Vineyards at Fredericksburg RV Pk 11

8011

19-27

AZ

Quartzsite, Big Tent Show

Escapees Booth/Koca

888-757-2582

27-31

AZ

Quartzsite, MM99

Geocache BoF

760-445-8196

FL

Key West, Cuba–Key West Cruise HOP

HOP/National/Cruise

855-757-8881

04-06

LA

New Orleans, Mardi Gras HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

14-16

AZ

Tucson, Pima County Fairground, RVers Boot Cmp National

888-757-2582

08-12

FL

Winter Haven, Cypress Campground

57

8057

26-28

GA

Pine Mountain, Pine Mtn RV Rst, RVers Boot Cmp

National

888-757-2582

WI

Oshkosh, Wittman Regional Airport, Oshkosh Air Show HOP

HOP/National

888-757-2582

FEBRUARY 2019
12–17

MARCH 2019

APRIL 2019

JULY 2019
21-28

July/August 2018
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AZ
FL

ESCAPEES

12-18
16-20

TIRE DISCOUNT

15%

DISCOUNT FOR

ESCAPEES MEMBERS
Discount includes trucks, automobiles and towables.

SAVE AN AVERAGE OF $90!

(ACTUAL SAVINGS WILL VARY WITH TIRE SELECTION AND QUANTITY PURCHASED)

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT

www.escapees.com/benefits/partner-discounts

STACK YOUR ESCAPEES DISCOUNT
WITH GOODYEAR REBATES FOR
EVEN MORE SAVINGS.

HEALTHCARE
POWERED BY

Friesen-Strain Insurance
Servicing Agents
Escapees Healthcare Solutions
allows for unprecedented flexibility and creativity in
addressing the spiraling cost of healthcare for RVers.

www.escapees.com/healthcare • 888-757-2582

MEMBER SECTION

SKP DINE-OUTS

MISSOURI

Join fellow Escapees for any one of these regional dine-outs.

NEVADA

It’s time to eat!
ALABAMA

Gulf Shores: 2nd Mon, 10:30 a.m., Original Oyster House.
701 Gulf Shores Pkwy. Cushman Phillips: 770-312-8871,
cushman@cbphei.com. Oct-April (except March)

ARIZONA

Apache Junction: 1st and 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Mickey D’s Café,
1408 W. Apache Trail. Please RSVP Ed Allard: 480-213-8096,
edrdnalice@gmail.com. Nov-March
Benson: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., San Pedro Golf Course, Ironwood
Grill, 926 N Madison Ave. Chuck Dupuis: 520-360-5695,
cddupuis@gmail.com. Nov-April
Casa Grande: 2nd Tues, 1 p.m., Golden Corral. 2082 E. Florence
Blvd. Jan Tilton: jtilton7@yahoo.com. Oct-April
Tonopah: Taco Tuesday 6:30 p.m., Tonopah Family Restaurant,
41101 West Indian School Rd. Call or text to confirm, Mike: 602325-3171, Ajo: 575-694-2692, ajo@thecatdragdinn.org

Springfield: 1st Fri, 1 p.m., Golden Corral, 2734 N. Kansas Expway. Vernon Eide: 417-766-2191. (Casual campouts held 3rd Tues
of each month, April-Oct. Vernon Eide, eidevernon@yahoo.com)
Pahrump: 2nd Mon, 11:30 a.m., China Wok, 580 Route 160.
Phil Darling: wheel4home@yahoo.com. Sept-May
Reno: 1st. Wed, 1 p.m., Gold ’N Silver Inn Restaurant, 790 W 4th
St. Adrian Jones: adrianandrebecca@att.net

NEW MEXICO

Lakewood: Ladies breakfast every Tues. Men’s breakfast every
Thurs. Call 575-457-2303 for more information.

NEW YORK

Rochester: 3rd Tues, 11:30 a.m., Golden Corral, 450 Jefferson Rd.
Marilyn Woodside: 908-377-7765, lynhw15@gmail.com. July-Nov

OREGON

Medford: 2nd Tues, 11 a.m., Elmer’s Restaurant, 2000 Biddle
Road. Kathryn Perry: 541-659-7208, perrykathryn4@gmail.com
Sutherlin: 2nd Wed, 9 a.m. (breakfast), Abby’s Legendary Pizza,
1011 W Central Ave. Rick De Young: 541-580-3790. Jan-Dec
Gresham: 4th Mon, 1 p.m., Heidi’s Restaurant, 1230 N.E. Cleveland. Michael Surratt: 503-667-0819, mrat1945@frontier.com

Tucson: 2nd Tues, 3 p.m. Golden Corral, 6385 S. Midvale Park
Road. Please confirm: Cliff/Virginia Haycock: 919-412-4029,
hayvirginia@yahoo.com

TENNESSEE

Wickenburg: Visit the Chapter 32 website or voice mail for date
and location. Dawn Ewell: 303-988-4597, imslide@gmail.com.
Nov 2017-April 2018

TEXAS

Yuma: 2nd Wed, 10 a.m., Foothill’s Eatery and Spirit, 12871 S
Interstate 8 Frontage Rd. Diane Sears: 936-215-9632 Nov-April

UTAH

CALIFORNIA

Clovis: 1st Thurs, 11:15 a.m., Denny’s Restaurant, 710 W Shaw
Ave. 936-612-3216. Wayne Zimmerman: 559-638-1631.
Huntington Beach: 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Sonny’s Restaurant,
7148 Edinger Ave. Rick Comaroto: 714-889-8549,
rnhcomar@aol.com

Crossville: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Vegas Steakhouse. 3152 North
Main St. Ralph Wiggers: 931-787-4157. April-Nov
Livingston: 2nd Fri, 1 p.m., For location, call 888-757-7701
x8010. Gina Jensen: 936-355-1785, vintagelady2222@gmail.com
West Valley City: 3rd Thurs, 1 p.m., Golden Corral, 3399 West,
3500 South. Lawrence Pay: 801-599-3518, lnpay@msn.com

WASHINGTON

Mountlake Terrace: 1st Sat, 11 a.m. Azteca Mexican Restaurant,
22003 66th Ave W F. Ray/Sandy Hoyt: 425-750-6139. May-Sept
Mount Vernon: 1st Tues, 11 a.m., Royal Star Buffet, 2300 Freeway
Drive. Dave: 206-849-1579, arlene1046@gmail.com. May-Sept
Tacoma: 2nd Tues, 11 a.m., Old Country Buffet,
5815 Lakewood Towne Center. Barb Johnson: 360-908-0699,
barbj1752@msn.com

North Highlands: 2nd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Golden Corral,
4940 Watt Avenue. David/Shirley Sturdivant: 916-967-3862.

WISCONSIN

Redding: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., Country Waffle, 2300 Athens Ave.
Nancy Voyles: 530-357-4762, tsrnan@aol.com. March-Dec

Santa Maria: 2nd Thurs (every month), 11:30 a.m., IHop, 202
Nickolson Ave. Anna Hartman: 805-937-1856.
Ventura: 1st Tues (every month), 11 a.m. Main Restaurant Steakhouse, 3159 E. Main St. Chuck Burton: 805 647-7382.
Visalia: Last Fri (Jan-Oct), 3rd Fri (Nov-Dec) 9:30 a.m. Ryan’s Place
Restaurant, 3103 S. Mooney Blvd. Bring a friend; wear badge.

CANADA

AB (location TBA): 2nd Wed, noon. Check Chapter 44 website
locations and times/888-757-7701 x8044. Carol Davis.
BC, Kelowna: 2nd Tues, 11:30 a.m. Packing House Pub, 663
Finns Road. Lorie Hamlin: 250-540-1725, loried9@shaw.ca
BC, Nanaimo: 3rd Wed, 11:30 a.m., Ricky’s All Day Grill, Inside
Days Inn, 809 Island Hwy S. Bernardien Knol: bernardienknol@
msn.com, April-Oct. Except June and Sept
BC, Vernon: Last Tues, noon. Army, Navy and Airforce Club—
Spitfire Grill, 2500 46th Ave. Lorie Hamlin: 250-540-1725,
loried9@shaw.ca

COLORADO

ON, Talbotville: 1st Wed, 11:30 a.m., Wayside Restaurant,
10680 Sunset Rd. Sharon Sandau: 519-862-2152,
sdsandau@teksavvy.com. May-Nov

FLORIDA

ON, Barrie: 1st Thurs, 12:30 p.m., Mandarin Restaurant, 28
Fairview Rd. Peta: 705-728-5639, petaarends@gmail.com.
May and Oct

Englewood: 2nd Tues, 12 p.m. Golden Corral. 4000 River Point Pkwy.
Chuck Derington: 303-842-1519, chuckderington@comcast.net
Clermont: 1st Thurs, 11 a.m., Golden Corral. 1555 Grand Hwy.
Glenna Watson: 352-502-3748, glennaw2@gmail.com. Nov-April

July/August 2018
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San Diego area: 4th Sat, 9 a.m. breakfast, Marie Callender’s,
6950 Alvarado Rd. Meeting follows at 10 a.m. Wayne/Lynn Selden:
619-890-5383, shantyshakers25@gmail.com

DeForest: 3rd Wed, 2 p.m. Norske Nook, 100 E. Holum Street. Ken
Cerling: 608-219-6890. May-Oct

ESCAPEES

Modesto: 1st Tues, 11:30 a.m., The Golden Corral Buffet and Grill,
3737 McHenry Ave. Ray Bailey: 209-532-0444,
bailey-r@sbcglobal.net. Feb-Nov

ALABAMA

RAINBOW PLANTATION | 14301 County Rd. 28, Summerdale, AL 36580
251-988-8132, Fax: 251-988-8142, plantation@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/rainbowplantation

$

ARIZONA

NORTH RANCH | 30625 Hwy. 89, Congress, AZ 85332
928-427-3657, Fax: 928-685-3695, northranch@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/northranch

$

FLORIDA

SUMTER OAKS RV PARK | 4602 County Rd. 673, Bushnell, FL 33513
352-793-1333, Fax: 352-793-5216, sumteroaks@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/sumteroaks

$

MISSOURI

TURKEY CREEK RV VILLAGE | 1376 US 65 Business S., Hollister, MO 65672
417-335-8004, Fax: 417-335-4644, turkeycreek@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/turkeycreek

NEW MEXICO

DREAM CATCHER RV PARK | 4400 E. Pine St., Deming, NM 88030
575-544-4004, Fax: 575-544-0944, dreamcatcher@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/dreamcatcher

TENNESSEE

RACCOON VALLEY | 908 E. Raccoon Valley Rd., Heiskell, TN 37754
865-947-9776, Fax: 865-947-9778, raccoonvalley@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/raccoonvalley

$

TEXAS

RAINBOW’S END | 140 Escapees Dr., Livingston, TX 77351
936-327-1279, Fax: 936-328-8168, rainbowsend@escapees.com, www.escapees.com/rainbowsend

$

21

$

19

$

22

$

27.50

$

26.50

$

28.50

$

24

$

21

$

25

17.50

$

18

$

17.50

$

$

$

21-22

27.50
28.50

126

$

116

$

132

$

101

$

108

$

$

101

$

126132

$

$

$

$

$

165

$

159

$

171

$

144
127

150

165171

$

Monthly Nonmember

Monthly Member

Weekly Nonmember

Escapees RV Club owned and operated.

Weekly Member

Daily Member

RAINBOW PARKS

Daily Nonmember

MEMBER SECTION

340+

$

325+

$

340+

$

325

$

225+

$

395+

395+

395+
395

$

235+

$

$

325

$

395

$

340360+

$

$

$

395415+

SKP CO-OPS (ESCAPEES MEMBERS ONLY)

Owned and operated by individual member groups of Escapees.
ARIZONA

SAGUARO CO-OP | 600 E. Saguaro Dr., #245, Benson, AZ 85602
520-586-7343, Fax: 520-586-4683, skpsaguaro@gmail.com, www.skpsaguaro.org

Incl CTV

+ Elec
& tax

ROVERS ROOST | 3241 S. Montgomery Rd., Casa Grande, AZ 85193
520-426-3589, Fax: 520-421-0105, rovers_roost@yahoo.com, www.roversroost.com

20

+ tax

$

Incl Elec

23

Incl Elec

$

35

+ Elec

20

$

$

KOFA KO-OP | 3750 E. County 17th St., Yuma, AZ 85365
928-344-0645, 928-344-0900, office@kofako-op.com, www.kofako-op.com
CALIFORNIA

JOJOBA HILLS RESORT | 45120 Hwy. 79 S, Aguanga, CA 92536
951-767-9130, office@jojobahills.com, jojobahills.com

Magazine

PARK SIERRA | 45323 Park Sierra Dr., Coarsegold, CA 93614
559-658-8696, Fax: 559-683-2179, parkoffice@parksierra.net, www.parksierra.net
FLORIDA

THE RESORT | 2219 SKP Way, Wauchula, FL 33873
863-735-1499, Fax: 863-735-1994, skpresortwauchula@gmail.com, flskpresort.org

NEVADA

PAIR-A-DICE | 5150 Oakridge, Unit 2, Pahrump, NV 89048
775-727-7221, Fax: 775-727-3966, skppairadice@gmail.com

NEW MEXICO

THE RANCH | PO Box 109, Lakewood, NM 88254
575-457-2303, Fax: 575-457-2100, skpranch@pvtnetworks.net, skpranch.com

OREGON

TIMBER VALLEY | 800 S. State St., Sutherlin, OR 97479
541-459-4465, skptimbr@rosenet.net, www.timbervalleyskp.com

ESCAPEES
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•
•
•
•

$

TEXAS

LONE STAR CORRAL | 131 Private Rd. 5240, Hondo, TX 78861
830-363-7623, Fax: 830-363-5110, info@lonestarcorral.com, lonestarcorral.com

WASHINGTON

EVERGREEN COHO | 2481 Anderson Lake Rd., Chimacum, WA 98325
360-385-6538, Fax: 360-379-5669, ecrskp@escapees.com, www.evergreencohoskprvpark.com

$

limited
$

+ Elec
& tax

110

+ Elec
& tax

100

+ Elec
& tax

325

+ Elec

+ Elec
& tax

-

-

-

-

-

-

112

+ Elec
Incl WiFi &
CTV

$

420

+ Elec
Incl WiFi &
CTV

126

+ Elec

$

495

+ Elec

Incl Elec,
WiFi &
CTV

$

20

+ Elec
& tax

$

$

20

$

Incl Elec

20

Incl Elec

22

Incl Elec

$

$

+ tax

20

+ Elec

27.75

+ tax

$

$

Incl Elec

96

$

-

Incl Elec

-

$

300

$

+ Elec

+Elec
& Tax

340

+ Elec

325

+ Elec

450

+ Elec

Incl Elec

132

Incl Elec

$

110

+ Elec

$

166.50

+ tax

$

$

+ tax
$

Incl Elec

-

350

$

125

$

$

330

$

Incl CTV

21-26

The plus symbol (+) is used to indicate “plus electric.”Additional charges may apply for 50-amp electric, pull-thru and additional occupants.
Prices are subject to change without notice. Contact parks for hours of operation and to verify rental fees before arrival.
Receiving mail at Escapees Parks: Route your mail to General Delivery, City, State and Zip Code. Verify zip code by calling 800-275-8777.
Availability of rental spaces at SKP Co-Ops depends on members putting their lots into a rental pool while they travel. During the popular season,
there may be few spaces left to rent. Call in advance to check the availability of rental sites.
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110

$

Incl CTV

N

-

93

0

-

68

0

-

130

24

-

N

EVENTS
Raccoon Valley: Heiskell, TN
865-947-9776 • raccoonvalley@escapees.com
Local songwriters meet every Tuesday night.
Thursday night, local jammers perform.
Jojoba Hills SKP Co-Op: Aguanga, CA
951-767-9130 • www.jojobahills.com
Join the fun of many social activities. Enjoy pickle ball, tennis,
swimming, hiking, nightly games and Friday happy hour. Beaches
and desert are only an hour away. Sunset magazine calls nearby
Temecula "Disneyland for adults." office@jojobahills.com

N
N

Pair-A-Dice SKP Co-Op: Pahrump, NV
775-727-7221 • www.skppairadice.com
First-time visitors receive a week stay for $50 when requested
at check-in. Please call ahead for availability.
GPS: N36° 8.700'-W115° 58.000'

N

Park Sierra SKP Co-Op: Coarsegold, CA
559-658-8696 • parksierra.net
Spring is in the air at Park Sierra. Our new Pickleball court is
ready for play. Colorful wildflowers are on their way. Yosemite
falls is roaring and birds are soaring. Come stay for a while and
explore California! First-time visitors can receive $50 off their
first week’s stay. Visit our website or visit us on Facebook.

297 n/a

N

118

n/a

N

152

n/a

-

N
-

283 n/a
-

Pet Friendly

0

Dog Run

68

Laundry

-

Clubhouse

N

Activity Center

25

Reservations

99

WiFi

-

Storage

0

Dry-camping

107

Pull-thru

-

Lease Lots

ERPU Sites
22

50 AMP

87

30 AMP

-

55+ Park

# of Sites

MEMBER SECTION

N

N

N

-

N

254 n/a

Saguaro SKP Co-Op: Benson, AZ
520-586-7343 • www.SKPSaguaro.org
First-time visitors receive a week for $50, plus elec./tax. Visit
www.SKPSaguaro.org and click “Special Offers” for details.

-

-

182

n/a

-

118

n/a

-

N

-

206 n/a

-

N

N

130

n/a

N

N

N

175

n/a

N

N

N

The Ranch SKP Co-Op: Lakewood, NM
575-457-2303 • www.skpranch.com
Planning a trip to Carlsbad Caverns or the Guadalupe Mountains
national park? We’re your place to stay. Large sites, Reverse
Osmosis water. First timers: $50 wk + elec and tax, 20% off for
returning visitors. Visit website for details and $50 coupon.
The Resort SKP Co-Op: Wauchula, FL
863-735-1499 • www.flskpresort.org
Enjoy a warm winter and an 84-degree heated pool in orange
groves and cattle country, the “Real Florida.” Seasonally, join us
for golf, pickleball, shuffleboard, dinner dances, crafts, happy hour
and bowling. Local attractions: state parks, kayaking, fishing and
beach day-trips. Escapees: 25% discount (May—Oct) + elec.

Lease Lots at SKP Co-Ops

Only Escapees members may purchase an SKP Co-Op membership (when one is available), and that membership entitles them to use a specified lot until they are deceased or sell
the membership back to the corporation. Each SKP Co-Op sets its own rules and is self-governing with a board of directors elected by the members. Members share in the financial
responsibilities of the SKP Co-Op. Operating expenses are shared equally among the membership by way of an annual maintenance fee. Most SKP Co-Op sites have buildings and
other improvements that may add several thousand dollars to the buy-in price. Most also have a waiting list. Call individual parks for more information.
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n/a
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128

N

N

RoVers Roost SKP Co-Op: Casa Grande, AZ
520-426-3589 • www.roversroost.com
Max site length is 40'. First-time Escapees visitors will receive
three days free when they pay for one week ($110 plus tax/elec).
The extended stay will allow time to explore the many activities
available from this central location. Attend daily social hours for
updates on current activities. Park office closed Sundays. (Sunday arrivals must boondock.) Park will be closed to all traffic
May 1–15 for road repair. Office and park will remain closed to
renters until September 15. Visit website or call for details.

MEMBER SECTION
When we saw Travis and Melanie step out
of their Airstream for the first time, we
knew Xscapers wasn’t your stereotypical
RV club. They didn’t fit the mold of typical RV
leaders in more ways than one. This made
us curious to learn more about the group.

W

e were attending an informal meet-up of
RVers in Austin, and the Xscapers concept
was going to be introduced. The lifestyle
group had recently been announced a
month prior at Escapade, and there were still questions
in our heads. We belonged to many groups, including
Escapees, but didn’t see ourselves as the usual member

and hadn’t attended any formal rallies or gatherings
while on the road.
We had asked a couple friends to go to the meet-up
with us, and by the time we left, we were friends with
everyone there. It was obvious that we had found an
RVing group where we belonged. We had similar or
overlapping interests and a shared attitude towards
RVing that said we were taking life by the horns (or the
steering wheel). Knowing that Melanie and Travis had
built the concept with community input, and would be at
the helm of Xscapers, gave us confidence in the direction
it would go.
When it came time for the first official Xscapers
convergence, a few months later, we were ready to go.
The event was at the Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta, which
was on our list of places to experience anyway, and
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By KERENSA DURR AND
BRANDON HATCHER
#115527, Escapees Directors
of Content Strategy
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this seemed like an excellent chance to become more
involved with Xscapers. We signed up and began recruiting friends to come with us. We even volunteered to lead
a playful workshop at the event.
It was obvious that our group stood out from the sea
of RVs around us. In addition to the planned activities,
we held impromptu rig parties, taco dinners and game
nights throughout the week. Some lasted until late
at night, but everyone still woke up early to see the
balloons off in the morning. A good chunk of these RVers
even served as crew members on balloon teams.
Xscapers truly are active and adventurous!
The majority of us at the convergence were
balancing work and play, and having that in common
created an extra layer of kinship. We all fell into easy
patterns of morning balloons, daily work and evening

fun. What’s that saying? Work hard; play hard? I think
that is never truer than at an Xscapers convergence.
If we were still unsure whether Xscapers was right
for us, that week solidified it. We had so much fun with
everyone and made even more friendships that are still
going strong to this day. Our circle expands with each
convergence we attend and every Xscaper we meet. We
introduce others to the concept and spread the word
about this unique community. We’ve felt at home in this
group from the start, and we’re so happy to be
a part of it in a bigger way.
KERENSA AND BRANDON live and work in their RV
while helping others get on the road at RVtoFreedom.
com. They’re happy to be a part of the Xscapers team.

A HOME IN
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A MESSAGE FROM
XSCAPERS FOUNDERS
By TRAVIS CARR #8, Escapees President, and MELANIE CARR #8, Escapees Vice President

A Dream Becomes Reality

It’s hard to believe it’s already been three years since
we launched Xscapers! It feels like only yesterday we
were sitting in virtual meetings, with Cherie Ve Ard and
Chris Dunphy #116760 of Technomadia, discussing the
concept and making big plans to turn our dream into a
reality. While we knew we were creating a much-needed
social group for the RV community, we had no idea how
quickly it would grow or how much it would mean to so
many RVers.

S
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ince March 2015, we’ve held 16 convergences,
started an “accounting tips” series for those who
are working on the road and inspired several new
benefits for Escapees, including the RVers Job
Exchange and Escapees Maps.
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Due to these successes, we’ve also been able to add
staff members to Escapees RV Club that are working to
fill much-needed gaps in the organization.
We were pleased to bring on JP Smith #115625 as
the director of convergences last year. To say that he
has improved our events is an understatement. He not
only brings character and charm to each event, he has
doubled the opportunities for the community to
get together.
Shortly after JP came on board, we hired David
Goldstein #126793 as marketing strategist for Escapees,
and one of his first projects was to help us redefine the
Xscapers mission statement.
Lastly, we’ve hired Kerensa Durr and Brandon Hatcher
#115527, as directors of content strategy, to help us
provide more education and value to the Escapees

MEMBER SECTION

membership as a whole. And, it’s worth mentioning that
we would have never found these amazing individuals if
it wasn’t for the Xscapers community and events.
Currently, there are 4,662 active Xscapers memberships, which equates to around 9,000 individuals! Since
we are seeing such massive growth within the group, we
felt it was time to start incorporating more choices into
our services and benefits. We are now adding this section dedicated to Xscapers within each issue of Escapees
magazine. We’ll keep you updated with what’s new with
the group, highlight past and upcoming convergences
and hear from members of the community.
We hope you will enjoy this new informative content.
Even if the Xscapers community isn’t for you, maybe you
will be able to use it to inspire somebody around you to
join us in this adventurous lifestyle.

What is Xscapers?
Xscapers is a diverse community
of today’s active, adventurous
RVers, dedicated to enabling
their dreams of working and
sharing life on the road.
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XSCAPERS

EVENTS

By JP SMITH #115625, Convergence Director

It’s been an exciting and successful year for Xscapers since
I came on board as convergence director, directing and
organizing the events seven months ago. Out of 16 events
during the three years since Xscapers was founded, I’ve
hosted six of these events with over 800 attendees! That
is amazing. This community is growing.

T
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his year kicked off with our Annual Bash in
Arizona—the largest ever. We had a great week
with lots of educational seminars during the day,
capped by social evenings, with Margarita-making
contests, campfires and hikes into the surrounding
mountains. Friendships were formed, and individual
travel plans kept smaller groups caravanning together
for the following three months.
After a week, we bugged out of busy Quartzsite,
Arizona, and headed to the California border for more
solitude and less crowds. Annual Bash, week two, was
near the Colorado River, where the days were filled with
more adventurous activities: off-roading, 4WD trips,
day-trips to Mexico, kickball games, cornhole tournaments, and more hiking and climbing, high into the Sand
Dunes bordering Mexico.
To cap off a busy January, 41 adventurous RVers
trekked across the border to the tiny fishing village of
San Felipe. Complete with a caravan of Federales,
organized to speed us through the busy
border town, with a highway escort almost
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the entire way to San Felipe, we arrived at our new
home for the week on the sea of Cortez. Once there, the
days were mostly spent relaxing and taking in the winter
sun. The evenings were punctuated with great nightlife
and delicious food. The only complaint was that a week
wasn’t long enough; so, next year, we are staying longer.
Mid-March, Xscapers took over an abandoned airport
runway near the town of Moab, Utah. About 50 RVs
lined the runway and set out to explore this outdoor
wonderland. We conquered many hikes, 4WD drives and
mountain-biking trails, and we took advantage of the
high-adrenaline activities, including hot-air ballooning.
April Tax Day brought about 50 Xscapers to the
banks of the Guadalupe River, in Texas, where we took
over an entire campground. While we missed the best of
the wildflower days, the weather was wonderful and the
activities ranged from kayaking, hiking, karaoke, group
grill-outs and the private screening of a new movie at a
dine-in theater. The highlight for many was the day on a
party bus, visiting wineries, breweries and stopping for
some of the best barbecue in Texas.
The past few months have been busy, but summer has
a few more convergences to get excited about. By the
time this issue reaches our members’ hands, the Xscapers
will have wrapped up an exciting week in Sedalia,
Missouri, parked together to celebrate Escapees’ 40th
anniversary during the annual Escapade. June will have
also taken us to a campground in the Black Hills of South
Dakota, outside the town of Deadwood. In July, Xscapers
will spend two weeks in Southern Colorado working with
Habitat for Humanity, as well as a regular convergence
in the Rocky Mountains. And summer rounds out with a
convergence near Bend, Oregon, in late August.
To read more about the upcoming convergence
opportunities, visit www.xscapers.com/convergences.
I hope to see you at these events.
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2018 CONVERGENCES
COLORADO CONVERGENCE
JULY 8–15, 2018 • PAGOSA SPRINGS, COLORADO

Xscapers moves to the Southern Rockies where we
will boondock for one week at the local fairground
south of Pagosa Springs, Colorado.

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY CONVERGENCE

CENTRAL OREGON
CONVERGENCE

Michigan

MINI-CONVERGENCE

AUG.19-26

SEPTEMBER 12-18

JULY 15–29, 2018 • DURANGO, COLORADO (BOONDOCKING)

Xscapers give back. Join us for a two-week,
home-building session in conjunction with Habitiat
for Humanity’s Care-A-Vanner program. Experience
is not required. We’ll boondock outside of town and
commute approximately 30 minutes to the build site
where we’ll work Tuesday through Saturday. This will
be a small convergence with approximately 15 people
who commit to work daily.

CENTRAL OREGON CONVERGENCE

hABITAT FOR
HUMANITY BUILD

JULY 15-29

colorado
CONVERGENCE

XSCAPERS
ANNUAL BASH
JAN.25-FEB. 2

2019

JULY 8- 15

SAVANNAH

NEW YEARS EVE
CONVERGENCE

MINI-CONVERGENCE

dec. 6-11

DEC.29-JAN 2

AUGUST 19–26, 2018 • REDMOND, OREGON

Only a few miles north of Bend, Oregon, Xscapers
will meet for a week to visit the local sites and
explore the food, beer and wine of Oregon. We’ll
boondock in the parking lot of the fairground. For
more information, e-mail jp@escapees.com.

MICHIGAN MINI-CONVERGENCE
SEPTEMBER 12–18, 2018 • LAKE LEELANAU, MICHIGAN

Join Cheryl, David and Julie as fall descends on
the Leelanau Peninsula of North West Michigan.
Surrounded by wineries and the federally protected
shores of Lake Michigan, this quiet
campground sits next to a private
four-acre lake where you can enjoy
an abundance of sightseeing and
water activities.

SAN FELIPE
MEXICO

JAN12-21
2019

POWERED BY

POWERED BY

ESCAPEES

For more information on Xscapers events, visit
www.xscapers.com or find us on Facebook.
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Mountainmaster.net

SERVING OUR COMMUNITY

SINCE 1902

936-327-1234 or 800-324-9279

Each depositor insured
to at least $250,000.

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

Download our App for your mobile
device or visit us on the web at

www.fnblivingston.com

5’-8’ TRUCK BED
LOADS BIKE-TRIKE

Your retirement will likely last 20 years.
Will you have 20 years worth of money?
• LICeNSeD financial consultants
• Free no-obligation consultation
• Thousands of options
• Offices located at Rainbow’s End
HeatHer Brown, SKp #116551

ALUMINUM,
STAINLESS STEEL,
TAILGATE ON &
GATE CLOSES
W/O BIKE

MOTORHOME
5th WHEEL
TRAVEL TRAILER
SUV or PICKUP
LOADING
MOTORCYCLE
TRIKE
QUAD RHINO

623-451-7121

Professionally

Guided RV
Vacations

800-952-8496
FantasyRVTours.com

Call for a FREE

RV Travel Guide

Magazine

Alaska • Mexico • Canada • USA • Overseas
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First
State
Bank

“When you need

to Escape

Just bring us along!”

Free Deposit Accounts • Online and Mobile Banking
E-Statements • 24 hour Telebanking/
Located 10 miles from Escapees RV Club
National Headquarters in Livingston, Texas
ATM at Escapees Rainbows End
4 Branches to Serve You
Livingston Main & West • Shepherd • Onalaska

Sign Up

Be the first
to know!

FOR ESCAPEES

Equal Housing
Lender

www.fsblivingston.com
936-327-5211 or 800-364-5211
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Financial StrategieS
For eScapeeS

CLUB NEWS
E-MAILS
WWW.ESCAPEES.COM

Multigenerational wealth Strategies
800-260-1615
COMMERCIAL

MEMBER

100 Rainbow Drive
Livingston, TX 77351
hbrown@mgenwealth.com

www.mgenwealth.com

Securities offered through Securities America, Inc., Member
FINRA/SIPC. Advisory Services offered through Securities
America Advisors, Inc. Branch 575471: 100 Rainbow Drive,
Livingston, TX 77351. Tax and insurance services offered
through Multigenerational Wealth Strategies, LLC, which is
not affiliated with Securities America Companies. Legal services offered through Loring & Associates, PLLC, which is not
affiliated with Securities America Companies.

Marketplace

OUR NEWEST
DISCOUNT PARKS
ANIMAS VALLEY VILLAGE
17380 Highway 550
Aztec, NM 87410-2867
50%
DISCOUNT
505-516-9562
50% discount on daily rate.
T.T.C.M. BELLEVUE CAMPGROUND
7418 Baseline rd
Bellevue, MI 49021-9741
50%
DISCOUNT
269-763-3551
www.ttcm.org
50% discount on daily rate. Off-season is October 1 to May 1.
T.T.C.M HESPERIA CAMPGROUND
6777 E M 20
Hesperia, MI 49421-9090
50%
DISCOUNT
231-338-6124
www.ttcm.org
50% discount on daily rate. Off-season is October 1 to May 1.

Have you found an RV park that would be a candidate for the Discount Parks program?
E-mail the park name and address to the advertising department at advertising@escapees.com,
or call 888-757-2582. Remember to always contact a park prior to arrival to ensure availability.

WELCOME THESE NEW
COMMERCIAL MEMBERS
A PLUS SITTING SERVICE CM #878
936-252-2407

J & G SECURITY CM #885
512-694-2814

Advertising Opportunities
with Escapees RV Club
Join the unique advertising opportuCOMMERCIAL
nities provided by Escapees RV Club.
MEMBER
Place your product/service before a
large, dynamic and well-established RV
community with regular advertising. Visit
www.escapees.com/advertise, call 888-757-2582 or e-mail
commercialmembership@escapees.com for information.
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KAY AND ALAN OSHEL SKYMED INTERNATIONAL CM #884
417-777-3053

RV-related services that you can use!

ESCAPEES

AMERICAN LAND & LEISURE CM #886
801-226-3564

OUR ADVERTISERS PROVIDE

Classified Ads

SELL
IT OR BUY IT!
• Noncommercial classified ads: $20 minimum/base rate: up to 6 lines includes special title. Lines 7–12: $4 per line plus base rate. Over 13 lines:
$20 per line plus 7–12 and base rate. Six lines including photo: $50 ($4 per additional line. Over 12 lines: Additional fees apply.)
• Commercial classifieds: $20 per line, 5-line minimum, 5 percent discount for 6 issues or more.
(To estimate length of ad lines, 35 characters and spaces equal one line.)
• To send ad copy: Mail your typed submission and payment to Escapees Magazine, Attn: Classified Ads, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX
77351-9300, or send it, with a credit card number, to 936-327-4388 (fax) or e-mail advertising@escapees.com.
• Copy deadlines: (Subject to space availability) J/F-Nov. 10 • M/A-Jan. 10 • M/J-March 10 • J/A-May 10 • S/O-July 10 • N/D-Sept. 10
HOME BASE
Linda Stevens—REALTOR-C21 AzWest
North Ranch • LindasellsAz@msn.com
Small Lots:
L-Call to view list
Large Lots:
LgL-33 Sm site-built with RV HU. $95K
LgL-46 Site-built home Br+den. Open 2-CGar+shop lg, covered
courtyard patio. $228,400
LgL-118 Beautiful home with den+Office+Gar+RV HU $199K
LgL-177 vacant+trees $57K. Pending

paint, adhesive labels, grease and grime, from flat and curved surfaces.
About the size of a pen, the Scrigit Scraper is perfect for reaching into
tight spaces, grooves and crevices. Available at www.scrigit-scraper.
com and at hardware stores.

FOR SALE

CALL FOR MORE OR NEW PRICES
OR CALL TO LIST
Linda Stevens, 928-232-9060
SKP 30347 • www.CongressMoves.com
ARIZONA RV HOMES.COM: New, smaller custom homes from
$190K with F-HU RV parking inside a 22'x52' garage, with additional
F-HU outside guest pad. Boating, off-roading and casinos nearby. Only
2 hours from Las Vegas. Great home base or snowbird retreat. 928768-2900 or arizonarvhomes.com. Ron Bernstein, Broker/Developer.
San Matias, Baja, CA—Norte, Mexico: $65K, financing avail.
Located between San Felipe and Ensenada. The c/g includes a house;
2BD/1BA, 25'x25' shop with a 3/4 BA, 2 encl/secure garages, RV ramada, hot tub, fruit trees. House has dual-pane windows, new heat pump,
A/C and heat. Running water and a cistern. TV/elec. Great area to live a
simple, affordable life. Prop taxes: $75/yr., water: $150/yr, TV: $17/mo.
San Felipe is 65 miles E. Ensenada is 75 mi W. Jim: 425-214-4079.

2008 Bigfoot slide-in Camper:10.6 ft. Q-bed, dry shower,
stove, gas or electric fridge, auto jacks, lg holding tanks. In South
Texas. Jerald: 317-750-8068.

TX—Sargent: Two full-hookup RV lots for rent. Each lot is 50'x100'.
One mile from the gulf and one-half mile from marina and boat launch.
Daily, weekly or monthly rates. 979-429-1759.
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LUNATEC®: Self-cleaning washcloths and odor-free dishcloths are
amazing. They have less bacteria, no smell and offer more convenience. Ideal for RVs and homes. Live healthier. 858-653-0401.
www.lunatecgear.com
LUNATEC®: Aquabot® turns water bottles into misters and
high-pressure sprayers. Cool you and your pets, hydrate and
clean gear. www.lunatecgear.com
Holster Brands®: This product mounts to bathroom countertops,
kitchen sinks, desks and more, thanks to a specially formulated silicone material that clings to any smooth, non-porous surface creating
a strong, temporary bond. Holster Brands® products stay put until
you move them, and your hot tools won’t fall, keeping them safe
while you’re using them and when they’re cooling off. For a complete
list of Holster Brand products, visit www.holsterbrands.com.
Scrigit™ Scraper: The pocket-sized Scrigit Scraper is a versatile
cleaning tool that provides a quick, safe and convenient alternative
to fingernails and other types of scrapers, as a way to remove small
amounts of common substances, such as food, candle wax, soap,

July/August 2018

Sun City Texas: Custom home, RV garage, media room, 12-ft.
ceilings, solar, storm room, guest house, plus garages for golf
cart and 2 cars. Sun City Texas community in Georgetown, Texas.
Located 30 miles N of Austin. $1.1 million. Don, 512-818-5246.
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FINAL JOURNEYS

Farewell to our Escapees Friends
The Escapees RV Club expresses sincere condolences to the
families and friends of deceased members.
Egan, Paulette #41058-February 10, 2018: We were best friends
for 21 years, and she loved to travel. (Reported by friend Coy Eugene
Goff #26762.)
Engelsman, Ronald #97791-February 1, 2018: (Elana, 110 E Center St., #543, Madison, SD 57042) Ronald loved traveling, attending
events and making new friends.
French, James #30725-April 17, 2018: (Mary Worth, 18536 Sand
Plant Road, Spiro, OK 74959) James died at the Integrity Baptist
Heart Hospital in Oklahoma City. He was a retired Navy Vietnam
veteran and a lifetime member of the VFW and Escapees. He was a
board member at the Lone Star Corral SKP Co-Op, in Hondo, Texas.
Haley, Roma #83357-April 13, 2018: (Nova, 16278FM 2090,
#20, Conroe, TX 77306) Roma died after a lengthy illness. Our days
of traveling together are over.
Hatcher Joseph F. #48459-April 10, 2018: (Lou: 9641 E. Sascha
St, Tucson, AZ 85748) Joseph died peacefully from a traumatic brain
injury due to a fall. He retired from Army after serving for 29 years as
a decorated lieutenant colonel and a Vietnam veteran. He received
the Bronze Star, the Meritorious Service Medal and the Army Commendation Medal, among others. Joe was a small-business owner for
11 years while serving as Past Master of Waco, Texas, Masonic Lodge
#92. After selling the business in 1991, Joe spent several years as
a special education school teacher, teaching emotionally disturbed
teenagers, the job for which he was most proud. Upon retirement in
1998, Joe and I joined Escapees and traveled the U.S. for eight years.
We were married for 62 years.
Jacobs, Edward #99837-April 12, 2018: (Dianne, 13803 E. 48th
St., Yuma, AZ 85367) Edward loved seeing what was around the next
corner, as a full-time RVer and in his freightliner. He had a quirky sense
of humor, a loving heart and a giving nature.

Sage, Nikki, #61646-Feb.14, 2018: Nikki died unexpectedly. She
was a member of Park Sierra SKP Co-Op where she actively volunteered. Her sense of humor, smile and thoughtfulness enriched all
who knew her. After she and her husband, Bill, raised their children in
Hawaii, where she also taught school, they moved onto a sailboat. The
next chapter was full-time RVing and, eventually, a lot at Park Sierra
where they recently made their home base. Bill is now living with his
son. Nikki, the MFers (what she jokingly called the mail-forwarding
volunteers) raise their coffee cups to you each Thursday morning.
(Reported by Linda Tarskey #113588 and Betty Prange #22195.)

VETERANS

DISCOUNT PROGRAM

5

SAVE % JOIN!
When You
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Lyons, Wally #5179-April 9, 2018: (Dolly, 230 Rainbow Dr.,
#13034, Livingston, TX 77399-2030) After living through 202 seizure-type medical emergencies, number 203 turned out to be a heart
attack. Wally was extremely proud to receive his Escapees membership
from Joe and Kay Peterson in Quartzsite, Arizona. We traveled all over
the world, north of the equator, with four years RVing in Europe. Wally
had been a full-time RVer since 1983. We’ve had a membership at
Jojoba Hills SKP Co-Op since its beginning. Wally loved his roses,
tangerines, oranges and grapes. One of the biggest highlights of his
life was when we visited Kay Peterson when she lived in West Texas.

Payne, Linda Anne #30541-April 3, 2018: (Rod, 45626 Park
Sierra Dr., #526, Coarsegold, CA 93614) Linda died quietly in her
sleep. This year we would have celebrated 57 years together. We were
full-time RVers for over 21 years, members of the Boondockers BoF
and we traveled in a customized, handicap-equipped motorhome.
Linda’s disability was due to 40 years of multiple sclerosis. We loved
every opportunity and the friendships we made along the way. I will
continue to travel by motorhome.

Noll, Phil #76483-February 11, 2018 (Karon, 2277 Oyster Bay
Ln, #2201, Gulf Shores, AL 36542) Phil died unexpectedly in Gulf
Shores, Alabama, during the winter months at home. Known for his
love of travel and wanderlust, he was never comfortable being in the
same place for too long. He was an avid RVer and regular contributor
to the “Day’s End” compilation for many years.
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Noud, Laurient #54930 March 27, 2018: (Joyce, 508 E Church
Ave., Reed City, MI 49677) Larry had been sick for the past year before dying in his sleep from COPD and diabetes. He enjoyed working
with Escapees, and he was a past president for Chapter 6. I will no
longer travel and will reside with our daughter in Michigan. I’ll miss
the friends we made over the years.
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For more information, visit

WWW.ESCAPEES.COM/VETERAN
or call 888-SKP-CLUB.

We appreciate notification of the deceased by caring friends; however, please obtain permission from a spouse or family member before submitting
a notice for publication. Send notices to: Escapees Magazine, 100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, Texas 77351
OR E-MAIL DEPARTMENTSEDITOR@ESCAPEES.COM.
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Preserve the privilege of overnight
parking. Follow the code and
encourage others to follow it, too!
Overnight Parking Etiquette

RVER’S GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY
Dear Fellow RVers,
The Good Neighbor Policy was created in the early 90s by Escapees RV Club. Since then, it
has become the industry standard code of conduct for overnight parking. We hope that the
Good Neighbor Policy serves as a reminder that RVers must be respectful of the communities
they visit.
Some of the most respected RV consumer clubs have joined Escapees to support your
privilege to park on private businesses’ property overnight under the following code of
conduct:
Industry-sanctioned Code of Conduct
(RVers’ Good Neighbor Policy)
1. Stay one night only!
2. Obtain permission from a qualified individual.
3. Obey posted regulations.
4. No awnings, chairs or barbecue grills.
5. Do not use hydraulic jacks on soft surfaces (including asphalt).
6. Always leave an area cleaner than you found it.
7. Purchase gas, food or supplies as a form of thank you, when feasible.
8. Be safe! Always be aware of your surroundings and leave if you feel unsafe.
If your plans include touring the area, staying for more than one night, or necessitate
conduct not within the code, please relocate to a local campground. It’s the right thing to do!
Most of the complaints lodged regarding RV parking on business parking lots have to do
with aesthetics and perceived abuse of the privilege. There are a variety of competing
interests that were balanced to arrive at this industry-sanctioned code of conduct. As you
can see, the code of conduct is nothing more than an RVers’ “Good Neighbor” policy.
Not following the code has serious consequences and is detrimental to the rights of all
RVers. Already, some municipalities have passed ordinances to prohibit parking on private
business property overnight.
Please do not take offense to this letter; it is only provided as a reminder that RVers must
be perceived as good neighbors or there will be more pressure to institute state, county
and local ordinances to prohibit parking on private business property.
We wish you safe and happy travels,

Download a copy of the RVers’ Good Neighbor Policy at www.escapees.com/rv-advocacy

ONLY

$399*5

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION | INFORMATION REQUEST

Mail this form to Escapees RV Club • 100 Rainbow Drive • Livingston, TX 77351 • 888-757-2582 • or visit www.escapees.com

TODAY!
JOIN

I’m simply requesting an information kit and FREE copy of Escapees magazine.
Payment information not required.
New Members, take advantage of our REDUCED RATE and NO ENROLLMENT FEE! Only $39.95
I am enclosing my annual membership fee of $39.95 (Canada and Mexico, add $10). All payments in U.S. currency.

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________ (Your address will not be sold.)
Last				First			Partner

Permanent mail address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
			

Street					

City			

State		

Zip

My e-mail address: _________________________________________________________ Contact phone #: _______________________________
I prefer the digital Escapees magazine and would like to opt out of the printed copy.
Include my address in the members-only membership directory:
Please contact me about my local chapter:

Yes

Yes

No		

Yes

No

No
Subscribe me to Club News e-mails:

Yes

No

How did you hear about Escapees? ________________________________________________________________________
Type of RV:

Motorhome

Check #: __________ Credit:

Fifth-wheel
Visa

M/C

Travel trailer

Other _____________________________________________

Discover Card #__________ __________ __________ __________ Exp _______/_______

* With the exception of
the veterans’ discount,
this special rate cannot be
combined with other offers.

SOMETHING THIS GOOD
SHOULD BE SHARED...
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Adventure, Education and Support Services

• Mail Forwarding Service with scanning option (domicilecompliant addresses in Texas, Florida and South Dakota)
• Strong RV advocacy coalition (protecting RVers’ rights)
• Escapees Maps (plan your trip online)
• Escapees Job Board (looking for work or looking for hire)
• Escapees magazine (digital versions and archives online, too!)
• Escapade (annual Escapees club rally with education and social
opportunities)
• RVers Boot Camp (fundamental RV training)
• SmartWeigh (accurate and detailed RV-weighing service)
• Club News (weekly updates on events and member benefits)
• RVers Online University (reliable, online RV education)
• RVNetwork.com (discussion forum for all RV-related topics)
• HOPs (unique land, sea and air adventures with Escapees)
• Chapters and BoF groups (fun ways to meet other RVers)
• Online “Articles and Blogs” section (2000-plus articles)

Association Specials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Escapees Healthcare Solutions
Escapees Roadside Assistance
Tire Discount
RV insurance (full-time RV specialists)
Financial and legal services
Product and service discounts
CARE (rest, recover and recuperate)

A Comprehensive RV Park System
• Rainbow Parks—friendly, clean and fun. Reservations available.
• An extensive network of parks across North America, offering
Escapees members 15-50% off overnight rates
• Opportunities for additional savings through partnerships with
other RV clubs and organizations
• Overnight parking options offered by Escapees members
• Home-base options, plus short- and long-term parking/leases

www.escapees.com

100 Rainbow Drive, Livingston, TX 77351-9300
888-SKP-CLUB • www.escapees.com
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